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Abstract
The multi-way associations across multiple biological networks carry rich information
of the dependencies between heterogeneous biological objects such as human diseases,
genes (proteins) and drugs. Inferring this information based on the network topolo-
gies has emerged as a core step in many bioinformatics tasks. Due to the modeling
and computational challenges, current studies mainly focus on predicting the bipartite
associations across pairs of biological networks rather than predicting the multi-way
associations; and most of the existing multi-relational learning methods are not scalable
for predicting high-order associations across a large number of networks.
The goal of our research is to advance the field of multi-relational learning by sys-
tematically addressing the modeling and computational challenges. To that end, we
develop machine learning methods to directly model the multi-way associations across
multiple biological networks as a tensor (multi-way array), which is structured by the
manifolds in the product of multiple networks; and improve the learning scalability
through optimally estimating the tensor and the product graph. These methods rely on
tensor decomposition and graph-based transductive learning technologies. First, we pro-
pose the Graph-Regularized Tensor Completion from Observed Pairwise Relations (GT-
COPR) method to directly infer the multi-way associations among the entities across
multiple biological networks in a low-rank tensor using the observed bipartite associ-
ations. We validate that compared to the state-of-the-art bipartite relational learning
methods, the tensor formulation enables GT-COPR to identify more important phar-
macogenomic multi-way associations across disease, gene and chemical networks. Next,
we present the Low-Rank Tensor-based Label Propagation (LowrankTLP) method to
address scalability challenges in multi-relational learning, by providing a theoretically
justified framework to estimate the product graph with respective to the learning ob-
jective. The large-scale experiments demonstrate that LowrankTLP indeed well ap-
proximates the original learning objective with remarkably improved scalability and
accuracy. Finally, we introduce the Fast Imputation of Spatially-Resolved Transcrip-
tomes by Graph Regularized Tensor Completion (FIST) method, to impute the missing
mRNA expressions in the spatial transcriptomics RNA sequencing (sptRNA-seq) data
iii
in a compressed tensor. FIST is the first method to model the multi-way spatial and
functional associations between genes and tissue locations as a tensor, and significantly
improves the imputation accuracy by leveraging the tensor modeling of the sptRNA-seq
data.
We comprehensively evaluate our methods and discoveries with simulations and
real biological datasets. The results suggest that the tensor modeling of the multi-
way data and the integration of topological information carried in multiple networks
as the product graph, improve the quality and significance of the inferred multi-way
associations using the proposed methods; the principled estimations to the tensor and
product graph improve the scalability of these methods, and enable them to learn very
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Biological networks present processes in cells, organisms, or entire ecosystems [1]. A va-
riety of biological networks have been constructed to represent the interactions between
proteins, regulatory associations between transcription factors and genes, biochemical
reactions between compounds, and signals that are transduced between cells, etc. As
follows, we list the biological networks that will be analyzed in this thesis.
• Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks are mathematical representations of
the physical contacts between proteins in the cell, where the nodes are proteins and
the edges indicate the interactions between proteins. There are diverse methods
to identify the edges, such as the most commonly used yeast two-hybrid system
(Y2H) experiment [2, 3].
• Common disease network [4] reveals the phenotypic overlap between common dis-
eases (nodes) in human. To generate the edges in the network, each disease is
first annotated with Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) [5] terms which provide
a standardized vocabulary of phenotypic abnormalities encountered in human dis-
ease. An edge between two diseases is drawn if the similarity between their phe-
notypic profiles exceeds a threshold.
1
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• Chemical similarity network represents the structural connection between chemi-
cals, where chemicals are nodes and their structural similarities are edges. Specif-
ically, each chemical is represented using PubChem [6] 881-bit structure finger-
prints [7], then two chemicals are connected by an edge if the Tanimoto coeffi-























Figure 1.1: Learning multi-way associations across biological networks.
Given n (illustrated by n = 3) different biological networks represented as undirected
graphs with adjacency matrices {W (i) : i = 1, . . . , n}, multi-relational learning infers
the associations across the nodes of n graphs in an n-way tensor Y. Each tuple of the
n nodes in the same color is represented as an entry in the tensor.
Many research topics in bioinformatics are driven by the analysis of the biological net-
works. One important topic is to learn the multi-way associations among the entities
across multiple biological networks, which reveals the dependencies between heteroge-
neous types of biological objects, and characterizing their functional roles. For example,
learning multi-way associations among diseases, genes and chemicals from content-rich
biomedical and biological networks can provide important guidance for drug discov-
ery, drug repositioning and disease treatment [9–11]; aligning the nodes of multiple
protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks across different species is helpful for finding
evolutionary conserved pathways, protein complexes and functional orthologs [12–15];
exploring the phenome-genome associations from the PPI network and the ontology
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hierarchies of human genes and phenotypes can drive the discovery of novel molecu-
lar targets of cancers [16–18]; imputation of spatially-resolved transcriptomes consider-
ing the multi-way associations between genes and tissue locations can overcome high
dropout rate of mRNAs in in-situ capture and complete the profiling of the gene ex-
pressions [19–21].
1.2 Multi-relational learning task
As the tensor (multi-way array) is a natural representation of the multi-way associations,
the learning task introduced in Section 1.1 can be converted to a network-guided tensor
completion problem. In this section, we mathematically define the multi-relational
learning problem studied in this thesis. Let W (i), D(i) and L(i) = D(i) − W (i) be
the adjacency, degree and graph Laplacian matrices of n different undirected graphs
{G(i) = (V (i), E(i)) : i = 1, . . . , n}, where V (i) and E(i) denote the node and edge
sets of the i-th biological network. The multi-relational learning objective is to predict
the n-way associations among the nodes across the n graphs in an n-way tensor Y (as
illustrated in Figure 1.1). Tensor Y is also expected to be in a compressed form for time
and space efficiency. Other than the graphs, we are also given 1) a small amount of
curated n-way associations, or 2) the curated bipartite associations between each pair
of graphs when the n-way associations are unavailable. The learning task is formally
defined as:
• Input graphs:
n different biological networks which are represented as undirected graphs {G(i) =
(V (i), E(i)) : i = 1, . . . , n}, where the number of nodes in graph G(i) is |V (i)| = Ii,
for i = 1, . . . , n.
• Input associations:
– Option 1 (curated n-way associations): a small set {(i1, i2, . . . , in) : ij ∈
[1, Ij ], ∀j = 1, . . . , n} of labeled n-way associations among the nodes across
n graphs, where ij denotes the node of graph G
(j).
– Option 2 (curated bipartite associations): a set {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈
[1, n] and i < j} of non-negative matrices, where Ri,j contains the similarity
4
scores between the nodes of a pair of graphs G(i) and G(j).
• Learning task :
Given the input graphs and curated associations, predict the scores of all the
n-way associations among the nodes across the n graphs in a compressed n-way
tensor Y ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 .
1.3 Fundamental models
We will review a two categories of base models that have been previously proposed in
literature to solve multi-relational learning problems. Our methods proposed in this
thesis are developed based on these models.
• Tensor decomposition
The first category of models [22, 23] rely on tensor decomposition technologies,
where an incomplete sparse tensor of the observed multi-way associations is de-
composed into low-dimensional components with respective to the prior knowl-
edge carried in the networks. These components can then be used to estimate the
missing part of the original tensor. Let Y0 ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 be an n-way sparse
tensor initialized with the labels of the observed n-way associations given in the
set {(i1, i2, . . . , in) : ij ∈ [1, Ij ],∀j = 1, . . . , n} (described in Section 1.2 Option 1),
with the missing associations represented as zeros. The goal is to learn a tensor
Y ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 of complete n-way associations in a compressed representa-
tion. Canonical Polyadic Decomposition (CPD) and Tucker Decomposition are
two widely adopted compressed representations of a tensor. As reviewed in [24]
and Appendix A.1, CPD represents a tensor Y ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 as component
matrices {A(i) ∈ RIi×ri : i = 1, . . . , n}, where matrix A(i) is a low-rank represen-
tation of the i-th mode of the tensor Y. In addition to the component matrices
as in the CPD, there is also a low-dimensional core tensor G ∈ Rr1×r2×...×rn in
Tucker decomposition, which encodes the level of interaction between the different
components. In this thesis, we choose CPD as the compressed representation of
the multi-relational tensors to maximize the scalability of our proposed methods
for large-scale applications; we will also leverage the tensor computations in both
CPD and Tucker to improve the computational efficiency of our methods.
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• Label propagation
The second category of methods [25–27] leverage the idea of label propagation
on a product graph to predict association across the networks. Given a set of
labeled multi-way tuples of graph nodes, these methods aim at labeling/scoring the
unlabeled multi-way tuples by learning with the manifold structure in the product
graph. In this thesis, we will focus on the label propagation model proposed
in [28], which has been widely applied for graph-based semi-supervised learning
and ranking problems. Given a graph G = (V,E) with adjacency matrix W and
N nodes, and a vector y0 ∈ RN×1 which contains the observed labels of (some)
graph nodes, the label propagation learns the labeling scores of all the graph nodes
in a vector y ∈ RN×1 by performing the following iteration until convergence:
yt+1 = αSyt + (1− α)y0, (1.1)




2 is the normalization
of W by the degree matrix D. During each iteration, each node receives the
information from its neighbors (first term), and also retains its initial information
(second term). The hyperparameter α ∈ (0, 1) specifies the amount of information
from the neighbors and the initial labels.
The label propagation iteration in Equation (1.1) minimizes the following quadratic
objective:

















(yT (I − S)y + µ||y − y0||2). (1.2)
The first term in Equation (1.2) is the Laplacian regularization, which ensures
the adjacent nodes share similar labels. The second term is the fitting constraint,
which preserves the initially observed labels. The trade-off between these two
terms are determined by the hyperparameter µ = 1−αα .
It has been shown in [28], the iterations of label propagation in Equation (1.1)
converges to the following closed-form solution which is the global optima of J (y)
in Equation (1.2), based on the facts that eigenvalues of S are in [−1, 1] and
6
α ∈ (0, 1).
y∗ = lim
t→∞
yt = (1− α)(I − αS)−1y0. (1.3)
1.4 Challenges and objectives
There remain a number of challenges that hinder the application of the existing tensor-
based methods to learn the multi-way associations among biological entities. Also,
some emerging tasks in bioinformatics contain multi-way (tensor) structures in their
data, have not been modeled using tensor technologies. We summarize the challenges
and tasks as follows:
1. The existing tensor-based methods all require training with observed multi-way
associations, which are however very scarce or even unavailable in many situa-
tions. The requirement severely limits the applicability of these methods to pre-
dicting high-order multi-way associations, in which bipartite associations among
the biological entities widely exist in public available databases, while the curated
multi-way associations are extremely sparse. Therefore, we expect a model to
effectively utilize the observed bipartite associations, together with the networks
to solve the multi-relational learning problem.
2. The label propagation methods are only empirically scalable to three-way tensors
due to the necessity of computing the full tensor in every iteration. The exiting
estimation approaches do not solve the scalability issue either, due to the subop-
timal approximation of the product graph. On the other hand, the majority of
tensor decomposition models are based on non-convex formulations, though ap-
plicable to multi-way tensors, can potentially lead to poor local minima especially
for high-order tensors.
3. High-throughput spatial-transcriptomics RNA sequencing (sptRNA-seq) based on
in-situ capturing technologies has recently been developed to spatially resolve
transcriptome-wide mRNA expressions mapped to the captured locations in a
tissue. The sptRNA-seq data, though has the 3D multi-way structure among
spatial locations and genes, has not been modeled using tensor technologies to
7
complete the gene expression profiles and recover functionally relevant spatial
patterns.
1.5 Contributions of the thesis
To solve the aforementioned challenges and tasks, we propose scalable machine learning
methods to infer the multi-way associations among the network entities in compressed
representations of the tensors, which are structured by the network manifolds. Our
contributions are:
1. To effectively utilize the known bipartite associations without relying on the train-
ing multi-way associations, we propose an algorithm, named Graph-Regularized
Tensor Completion from Observed Pairwise Relations (GT-COPR), to infer the
multi-way associations across multiple biological networks in a low-rank tensor.
GT-COPR regularizes tensor elements with the Laplacian of a single product
graph and also requires the collapsed tensors to be consistent with the observed
bipartite associations.
2. To scale up the label propagation algorithm to the product of multiple networks,
we propose the Low-Rank Tensor-based Label Propagation (LowrankTLP) algo-
rithm, which minimizes a novel optimization formulation by learning with a subset
of eigen-pairs from the normalized product graph. Our formulation has the glob-
ally optimal solution, which minimizes an estimating error bound of recovering
the true multi-relational tensor.
3. To leverage the multi-way associations between the genes and tissue locations in
the recently developed sptRNA-seq data, we propose a graph-regularized tensor
completion algorithm, named Fast Imputation of Spatially-Resolved Transcrip-
tomes by Graph Regularized Tensor Completion (FIST) for imputing the missing
mRNA expressions. Experimental results show that FIST not only significantly
improves the imputation accuracy, but also captures the spatial characteristics in
the gene expressions and reveals functions that are highly relevant to tissue types.
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1.6 Outline of the thesis
The rest of this thesis will be organized into the following chapters:
• Chapter 2 first introduces the product graph regularization, then proposes graph-
guided tensor completion models based on tensor decomposition and label propa-
gation for the multi-relational learning task, and finally identifies their computa-
tional limitations which will be resolved in Chapters 3 and 4.
• Chapter 3 proposes the GT-COPR algorithm to infer the multi-way associations
across multiple biological networks, by directly utilizing the bipartite associations,
while not relying on the observed multi-way associations.
• Chapter 4 proposes the scalable LowrankTLP algorithm, which is based on a prin-
cipled approximation to the closed-form solution of a classical label propagation
model, enables propagating a high-order tensor on the product graph.
• Chapter 5 proposes the FIST algorithm based on the tensor decomposition model
described in Chapter 2, to impute the missing values in the sptRNA-seq data by
modeling the associations between genes and tissue locations with a 3-way tensor.
• Chapter 6 presents two error bounds to theoretically justify the optimization for-
mulation of the LowrankTLP algorithm, and also analyzes the convergence of the
CT-COPR and FIST algorithms.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions and technologies of all the methods pro-
posed in this thesis.
Chapter 2
Multi-relational Learning with
Product Graphs and Tensor
Completion
In Section 1.2, we proposed to formulate the multi-relational learning task as a tensor
completion problem. The n-way associations across the nodes in n different graphs can
be learned in an n-way tensor Y as illustrated in Figure 1.1. In this chapter, we propose
novel graph-guided tensor completion methods, by regularizing the tensor Y using a
single product graph. Our proposed methods are based on the tensor decomposition
and label propagation models as previewed in Section 1.3. The rest of this chapter is
organized as follows: Section 2.1 defines the notations of this thesis. Section 2.2 explains
how the product graph integrates the heterogeneous information from the individual
graphs, and can be utilized to regularize the n-way tensor. Section 2.3 proposes the
tensor decomposition model with product graph regularization. Section 2.4 proposes the
generalization of label propagation to the tensor product graph. Finally, in Section 2.5,
we point out the challenges that limit the applicability of these methods to predicting




2.1 Notations of the thesis
We summarize the notations in Table 2.1. Several useful definitions and lemmas which
will be used in the derivations of this thesis are also given in Appendix A.1 and A.2. For
Other general knowledge of tensor computations and technologies, we direct the readers
to the survey paper [24].
Table 2.1: Notations.
Operand Operator
Scalar: x Hadamard product: ~
Vector: x Khatri–Rao product: 
Matrix: X Kronecker sum: ⊕
Tensor : X Kronecker product: ⊗
Vectorization of a tensor: vec(X ) Vector outer product: ◦
Mode-n matricization of a tensor: X(n) n-mode product of a tensor: ×n
2.2 Regularization with product graph
In this section, we first define the construction of the product graphs from the individual
graphs {G(i) = (V (i), E(i)) : i = 1, . . . , n}, and then explain how the product graph
topology integrates the connections in the original graphs for inferring the n-way tensor
Y. The following three types of product graphs [29] are considered in this thesis.
• Cartesian product graph (CPG) Gc: the pair of node tuples (a1, a2, . . . , an)
and (b1, b2, . . . , bn) in G
c are adjacent if and only if any pair of nodes ai and bi are
adjacent in G(i) such that (ai, bi) ∈ E(i), and all the rest pairs are identical such
that aj = bj for all j 6= i. The adjacency and graph Laplacian matrices of Gc are
obtained as W c = ⊕ni=1W (i) and Lc = ⊕ni=1L(i) respectively.
• Tensor product graph (TPG) Gt: the pair of node tuples (a1, a2, . . . , an) and
(b1, b2, . . . , bn) in G
t are adjacent if and only if every pair of nodes ai and bi are
adjacent in G(i) such that (ai, bi) ∈ E(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n. The adjacency and
graph Laplacian matrices of Gt are given by W t = ⊗ni=1W (i) and Lt = ⊗ni=1D(i)−
⊗ni=1W (i) respectively.
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• Strong product graph (SPG) Gs: the pair of node tuples (a1, a2, . . . , an) and
(b1, b2, . . . , bn) in G
s are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in either Gc or Gt.
The adjacency and graph Laplacian matrices of Gs are obtained as W s = W c+W t
and Ls = Lc + Lt respectively.
Denoting G = (V,E) as one of the three types of product graphs defined above, which
integrates all the individual graphs {G(i) = (V (i), E(i)) : i = 1, . . . , n} as a single graph.
The edges in graph G encode the similarities between the n-way tuples of graph nodes
(a1, a2, . . . , an) and (b1, b2, . . . , bn), ∀{al, bl} ∈ [1, Il] as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Since
the total number of nodes |V | = ∏ni=1 Ii in the product graph G is identical to the
number of elements in an n-way tensor Y ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 with each individual graph
matches with one mode in the tensor, the n-way relational learning problem can be
converted to the graph labeling problem in product graph G. We aim to learn a tensor
Y which contains the labels of the nodes in G. To solve the learning problem, we propose
to regularize the whole tensor Y with the graph Laplacian L of product graph G by
minimizing the quantity vec(Y)TLvec(Y), which is called Laplacian regularization or
smoothness constraint. The learned n-way associations in Y are thus ensured to be
smooth over the manifolds of product graph G, such that a pair of tensor elements
Yanan−1...a1 and Ybnbn−1...b1 share similar values if the node tuples (a1, a2, . . . , an) and
(b1, b2, . . . , bn) in G are adjacent. Note that by definition, the strong and tensor product
graphs have more edges compared with the Cartesian product graph, and thus might
encode richer similarity information among the tensor elements, while the Cartesian
product graph bridges two tensor elements under stricter condition which might incur
less noise in defining the similarities.
2.3 Product graph regularized tensor decomposition
In the tensor decomposition model proposed below, a sparse tensor Y0 ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1
needs to be initialized with the labels of the observed n-way associations given in the
set {(i1, i2, . . . , in) : ij ∈ [1, Ij ],∀j = 1, . . . , n} (described in Section 1.2 Option 1). Then
the complete tensor Y of the inferred n-way associations can be obtained by solving the
12









subject to Y = JA(n), A(n−1), . . . , A(1)K, (2.1)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a model hyperparameter, and ||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm of a
tensor. The details about the model are explained below:
• Consistency with the observations
M is a binary mask tensor to indicate the indices of the observed entries in Y0. The
(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)-th entryMm1m2...mn which is defined below, represents whether
the (m1,m2, . . . ,mn)-th element in Y0 is observed or not.
Mm1m2...mn =
1 if Y0m1m2...mn is observed,0 otherwise.
By introducing the squared-error ||M ~ (Y0 − Y)||2F in the model, the inferred
n-way tensor Y is ensured to be consistent with its observed counterparts in Y0.
• Regularization with product graph
L in Equation (2.1) is the Laplacian matrix of the graph G = (V,E), which
can be any one of the three types of product graphs defined in Section 2.2. By
introducing the Laplacian regularization term vec(Y)TLvec(Y) in equation (2.1),
the inferred n-way associations in Y are ensured to be smooth over the manifolds
of the product graph as has been explained in Section 2.2.
• Compressed representation of the n-way tensor
It can be computationally expensive and often infeasible to compute or store a
dense tensor Y, especially in high-order applications. Therefore, we propose to
compute an economy-size representation of Y via introducing the equality con-
straint Y = JA(n), A(n−1), . . . , A(1)K, which is called canonical polyadic decomposi-
tion (CPD) [24] of Y defined below
Y = JA(n), A(n−1), . . . , A(1)K =
r∑
i=1
[A(n)]:,i ◦ [A(n−1)]:,i ◦ · · · ◦ [A(1)]:,i, (2.2)
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where r is the rank of Y, and [A(j)]:,i denotes the i-th column of the low-rank
matrix A(j) ∈ RIj×r, for all j = 1, . . . , n. By utilizing the tensor CPD-form, we
replace the optimization variable tensor Y with matrices {A(1), A(2), . . . , A(n)},
reducing the number of parameters from
∏n
i=1 Ii to r(
∑n
i=1 Ii).
2.4 Label propagation on tensor product graph
In this section, we generalize the graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm, named
label propagation, proposed in [28] to tensor product graph (TPG) for the multi-
relational learning task defined in Section 1.2. We first generalize the optimization
framework of label propagation to the normalized TPG to model the learning task.
Next, we propose the tensor-based label propagation algorithm to solve the optimiza-
tion problem and gives the closed-form solution.
2.4.1 Regularization framework with normalized TPG
We propose to solve the multi-relational learning problem, i.e., the graph labeling prob-
lem described in Section 2.2 by generalizing the regularization framework of the label




(vec(Y)T (I − S)vec(Y) + µ||vec(Y)− vec(Y0)||22). (2.3)
The first term of J (Y) in Equation (2.3) is is analog to Laplacian regularization term
defined in Section 2.2 and Equation (2.1), where I−S is the normalized graph Laplacian
of the TPG G = (V,E) with the adjacency matrix W , to ensure a pair of tensor elements
(inferred multi-way associations) Yanan−1...a1 and Ybnbn−1...b1 share similar scores if the


















where Equation (2.4) is obtained by the fact that the degree matrices are diagonal.
Equation (2.5) is obtained by Lemma A.2.1 in appendix. The second term of J (Y) in
Equation (2.3) is called the fitting constraint, which penalizes the difference between the
inferred tensor Y and the initial observation Y0. µ > 0 is a hyperparameter weighting
the two terms.
2.4.2 Tensor-based label propagation algorithm
The objective function J (Y) in Equation (2.3) can be minimized by performing the
fixed-point iteration in Equation (2.6), which is a generalization of the label propagation
iteration given by Equation (1.1) to TPG as follows,
vec(Yt+1) = α(⊗ni=1S(i))vec(Yt) + (1− α)vec(Y0), (2.6)
where α = 11+µ ∈ (0, 1) is a balancing hyperparameter and t denotes the iteration
number. According to the vectorization property of Tucker decomposition (Definition
A.1.2 in appendix), Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as the following matrix-tensor form
Yt+1 = αYt ×1 S(n) ×2 S(n−1) · · · ×n S(1) + (1− α)Y0. (2.7)
Since the eigenvalues of S are in [−1, 1] and α ∈ (0, 1), following Equation (1.3),




vec(Yt) = (1− α)(I − αS)−1vec(Y0). (2.8)
Furthermore, given the eigen-decomposition of each S(i) as {S(i) = Q(i)Λ(i)Q(i)T : i =
1, . . . , n}, the eigen-decomposition of S can be expressed as
S = QΛQT = (⊗ni=1Q(i))(⊗ni=1Λ(i))(⊗ni=1Q(i)T ),
according to Lemmas A.2.1 and A.2.3 in appendix. Substituting S into Equation (2.8)
we have
vec(Y∗) = (1− α)(⊗ni=1Q(i))(I − α(⊗ni=1Λ(i)))−1(⊗ni=1Q(i)T )vec(Y0). (2.9)
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2.5 Computational challenges
In real scenarios, there are two main challenges that severely limit the application scopes
of either the tensor decomposition or label propagation for high-order multi-relational
learning, as summarized below.
1. Both the tensor decomposition and label propagation models require training with
a sparse tensor Y0, initialized by the set {(i1, i2, . . . , in) : ij ∈ [1, Ij ], ∀j = 1, . . . , n}
(Option 1) of labeled n-way associations. Unfortunately, the n-way associations
are unavailable in many applications. In contrast, the curated bipartite associa-
tions {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] and i < j} (Option 2) widely exist in public
databases. Therefore, we expect novel variations of both models to enable utilizing
the bipartite associations, without replying on the inital n-way associations.
2. The tensor formulation of label propagation is computationally intensive to solve.
Even if the initialization Y0 is in a sparse form, the density of tensor Y increases
exponentially in each iteration of the label propagation in Equation (2.7). There-
fore, the space complexity is O(
∏n





i=1 Ii)) per iteration. On the other hand, computing
the closed-form solution in Equation (2.9) from right to left needs 2n matrix-
tensor products in total with the vectorization property of Tucker decomposition
(Definition A.1.2 in appendix). Therefore, the space and time complexity will be
the same as running two iterations of label propagation, apart from computing
the eigen-decompositions of all the normalized graphs {S(i) : i = 1, . . . , n}.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we propose two ways to solve the first challenge. In Chapter 3,
we propose a general tensor-based optimization framework and the Graph-Regularized
Tensor Completion from Observed Pairwise Relations (GT-COPR) algorithm to di-
rectly infer the multi-way associations from the observed bipartite associations. Then
in Chapter 4, we propose to convert the bipartite associations to an initial tensor Y0, in
the rank-r CPD-form as in Equation (2.2). To tackle the second challenge, we propose
the Low-Rank Tensor-based Label Propagation algorithm (LowrankTLP), based on a
theoretically justified approximation of the linear transformation matrix (I − αS)−1 in
the closed-form solution in Equation (2.8), enables computing label propagation of a





Inferring the disease-gene-chemical multi-way associations based on the network topolo-
gies can guide the development and application of therapies for precision medicine [9].
A real example of known pharmacogenomic multi-way associations across three biomed-
ical subnetworks is shown in Figure 3.1, e.g. the multi-way association “acute myeloid
leukemia”-“NRAS”-“fedratinib” indicates mutation of NRAS (gene) can impact the
sensitivity of fedratinib (chemical) in treating acute myeloid leukemia (disease) [9].
Current studies mainly emphasize on imputing unknown bipartite associations among
biomedical and biological networks, based on the observed associations and network
topological information. For example, [31] and [32] predict novel drug-target associa-
tions for drug repositioning using observed associations obtained from publicly avail-
able databases, together with the drug structural and target sequence similarity net-
works; [17] and [33] adopt network propagation based approaches according to the
smoothness assumptions made on the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network and
phenotype similarity networks to identify disease-gene pairs for prioritizing disease
causal genes. To infer the disease-gene, disease-chemical and gene-chemical bipartite






















disease network PPI network chemical network
Figure 3.1: Pharmacogenomic multi-way associations.
The gray boxes contain the significant disease-gene-chemical multi-way associations (p
< 0.001, FDR < 0.25) identified in [9] through ANOVA analysis. The solid lines denote
the phenotype-based disease-disease pairs found in [4], gene-gene pairs reported by
BioGRID v3.5 [30] and chemical-chemical pairs with the Tanimoto coefficients between
the 881-bit structure fingerprints above 0.75.
graph regularization, and [34] applies network diffusion algorithms on the six-modal net-
work constructed by stacking all the bipartite relational matrices and networks from the
three data domains.
To learn the disease-gene-chemical multi-way associations directly, we propose a
general product graph regularized tensor completion framework. Our goal is to pre-
dict the unknown n-way associations based on the topological information carried in
variant types of product graphs. In the last decade, graph-based tensor completion
techniques have received great interest. In [25–27], semi-supervised manifold learning
technology referred as label propagation [35–37] is applied for completing the partially
observed tensors. Specifically, [25] predicts the link types of the unknown hyperlinks
among knowledge graphs in a tensor based on the conjugate gradient descent optimiza-
tion, whose scalability is later improved in [26] through low-rank approximation of the
knowledge graphs; [27] introduces the product graph regularization into the tensor com-
pletion objective via a Gaussian random fields prior to infer the cross-graph multi-way
associations. As the graph-regularized matrix factorization [38–40] has been extensively
explored and achieved substantial success in data mining areas from collaborative filter-
ing to link prediction, [41] generalized the idea to tensor completion via decomposing
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an incomplete tensor into low-rank matrices with their values jointly smoothing over
the manifolds of the tensor product graph. When dealing with the temporal-bipartite-
relational tensor completion problem, [42] proposes to collapse the subtensor of previous
time stamps into a matrix (bipartite graph), followed by applying the well known Katz
measure for bipartite link prediction at a future time stamp. Similar tensor collapsing
idea has also been adopted in [43] for nodes classification on the temporal bipartite
graphs.
As reviewed above, the existing tensor completion methods all require training with
observed multi-way associations, which are however very scarce or even unavailable
in many situations, especially in high-order multi-way associations. The requirement
severely limits the applicability of these methods to predicting disease-gene-chemical
associations, in which bipartite associations among disease-gene, disease-chemical and
gene-chemical widely exist in public available databases such as CTD [44], DrugBank
[45] and ChEMBL [46], while the curated triple-wise associations are extremely sparse.
Therefore, we consider utilizing the observed bipartite associations, together with the
knowledge graphs to solve the multi-relational learning problem. In this chapter, we
formally establish a novel and general tensor-based optimization objective and a scal-
able iterative method GT-COPR (Graph-Regularized Tensor Completion from Observed
Pairwise Relations) to efficiently infer the n-way associations in a compressed tensor.
The key novelties of our model are:
• We propose to apply tensor collapsing to capture the cross-mode dependencies and
the global consistencies with the observed bipartite associations exist in database.
• We propose to co-regularize tensor elements with the Laplacian of three types
of product graphs (Cartesian, tensor and strong product) to introduce the local
consistencies among the n-way associations in multiple entities.
• We propose to learn a compressed tensor in CPD-form to guarantee the space and
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Figure 3.2: Overview of GT-COPR algorithm (explained by 3-way tensor).
Based on the topological information carried in the Cartesian, tensor or strong product
of the knowledge graphs G(1), G(2) and G(3), and the consistencies between the collapsed
tensors and the observed bipartite associations R1,2, R1,3 and R2,3 among the nodes of
every pair of graphs [part (I)], the proposed GT-COPR algorithm can learn a low-rank
CPD-form representation [part (II)] of the three-way relational tensor T [part (III)]
which predicts the cross-graph multi-way associations.
3.2 Tensor-based multi-relational learning
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, our learning task is to infer the multi-way associations
across the nodes of n knowledge graphs {G(i) = (V (i), E(i)) : |V (i)| = Ii,∀i = 1, . . . , n}
in an n-way tensor T ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 (Figure 3.2 (III)), given a set of non-negative
matrices {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] and i < j} (Figure 3.2 (I)) with Ri,j holding the
observed bipartite associations between the nodes of graphs G(i) and G(j) with zeros
representing the unknown associations. To solve the multi-relational learning problem,
we first propose our optimization formulation, and then present an efficient iterative
algorithm GT-COPR to minimize the optimization objective. The convergence of GT-
COPR will be proven in Section 6.2.
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3.2.1 Optimization formulation
Our key ideas of solving the n-way relational learning problem are 1) n-way associations
inferred in the tensor T are required to be consistent with each other by the connectivity
in the product graph defined in Section 2.2; 2) the collapsed tensors are required to
be consistent with the corresponding bipartite relational matrices; and 3) the inferred
tensor T is compressed in its CPD-form for space and time efficiency, together in a novel
optimization formulation presented below in Proposition 3.2.1.
Proposition 3.2.1. The tensor T ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 of inferred n-way associations can
be approximated and compressed in the rank-r CPD-form T̂ = JA(n), A(n−1), . . . , A(1)K,





















subject to A(i) ≥ 0,∀i = 1, . . . , n,
(3.1)
where collapse(T̂ , i, j) denotes collapsing tensor T̂ into an Ii × Ij matrix by summing
over the tensor slices along the corresponding modes (illustrated in Figure 3.2 (I)); L is
the Laplacian matrix of the graph G = (V,E) , which can be any one of the three types
of product graphs defined in Section 2.2; λ and β ∈ (0, 1) are hyperparameters.
Equation (3.1) is a variation of the tensor decomposition objective given in Equation
(2.1), enables using the observed bipartite associations as input (Option 2 in Section
1.2). The first term of the objective function J in Equation (3.1) requires averaging over
the slices of tensor T̂ to be globally consistent with the observed bipartite relational
matrices. The second term is the regularization with product graph as discussed in
Section 2.2. We consider all the three types of product graph manifolds in our model
since both Cartesian and tensor product similarities exist in the real biomedical and
biological networks as shown in Figure 3.1, and Cartesian product graph also has a
strong capability of jointly clustering the topologically related objects from multiple
data domains as will be shown in the experiments later. The third term is the standard
Tikhonov regularization which penalizes overly complex model to avoid over-fitting; and
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the CPD-form of T̂ guarantees the inferred n-way associations to be in a compressed
form with low space complexity O(r
∑
i Ii).
Algorithm 3.1: GT-COPR (for strong product graph)
Data: 1) Knowledge graphs {G(i) : i = 1, . . . n}, 2) observed bipartite relational
matrices {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] and i < j}, 3) hyper parameters λ
and β, and 4) randomly initialized non-negative low-rank matrices
{A(i) : i = 1, . . . , n} with rank r.
Result: A CPD-form tensor T̂ = JA(n), A(n−1), . . . A(1)K which stores the
inferred n-way associations.
1 while not converge do
2 for i = 1 to n do
3 Update A(i) by the rule given in Theorem 3.2.1.
4 end
5 end
6 Return {A(i) : i = 1, . . . , n}
3.2.2 GT-COPR algorithm
The objective function J in Equation (3.1) is non-convex on variables {A(i) : i =
1, . . . , n} jointly, thus finding its global minimum is difficult. In the following, we pro-
pose an efficient iterative algorithm Graph-Regularized Tensor Completion from Ob-
served Pairwise Relations (GT-COPR) as summarized in Algorithm 3.1 to find the lo-
cal minimum of J based on the multiplicative updating rule structurally similar to the
method for solving non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) problems [38,47]. Without
loss of generality, we only show the derivations for the strong product graph regulariza-
tion. As introduced in Section 2.2, the Laplacian matrix of the strong product graph is
given by
L = Lc + Lt = ⊕ni=1L(i) +⊗ni=1D(i) −⊗ni=1W (i).
The derivations can be easily degenerated for the Cartesian (Lc) or tensor product (Lt)
graph regularized GT-COPR with small modifications.
For simplicity, we rewrite the objective function in Equation (3.1) as J = J1 +
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Table 3.1: Auxiliary variables.















































(A(l)TA(l)) O(K|W (j)|+K2(∑l 6=i Il))
λJ2 + βJ3. Let aTi = 1Ti A(i) be the row summation of matrix A(i), we first define five
auxiliary variables in Table 3.1 which are required for the derivations.
By expanding the tensor collapsing operator in J1 as:
collapse(JA(n), A(n−1), . . . , A(1)K, i, j) =
JaT1 , . . . ,a
T
i−1, A
(i),aT(i+1), . . . ,a
T
(j−1), A
(j),aT(j+1), . . . ,a
T
n K,



















































Equation (3.2) holds by the Vectorization property of the CPD-form given in Definition
A.1.1 in appendix. Lemmas A.2.1 and A.2.2 in appendix are applied to obtain Equation























= A(i), we obtain the partial derivative of J to
component matrix A(i) as the following linear form:
∂J
∂A(i)
= −X1 −X2A(i)X3 +X4A(i)X5 +X6A(i)X7 +A(i)X8 + βA(i), (3.4)




































j ) are all non-negative. According to Equa-
tion (3.4), we present Theorem 3.2.1 below to provide the updating rule of the proposed
GT-COPR algorithm. The convergence of GT-COPR has theoretical guarantee as will
be discussed in Section 6.2.
Theorem 3.2.1. Updating variables {A(i) : i = 1, . . . , n} alternatively according to the
rule given below can monotonically decrease the objective function J until they converge








(X4A(i)X5 +X6A(i)X7 +A(i)X8 + βA(i))ab
3.2.3 Time and space complexities
Assuming that n < Ii and r < Ii, for all i = 1, . . . , n, and with a slight abuse of notation
by denoting |S| also as the number of non-zeros in matrix S, we summarize the time com-
plexities of computing the five auxiliary variables in Table 3.1. Based on it, we obtain the
time complexity required to compute X1 as O(
∑
j,k: j<k
K|Rj,k|), to compute X2A(i)X3
and A(i)X8 as O(
∑
j




(K2Ij)). Thus, the overall time complexity of updating the i-th component matrix






(K2Ij + K|W (j)|)). The
space required to store the bipartite relational matrices is O(
∑
j,k: j<k




|W (j)|), and to store the component matrices is O(∑
j
KIj). Thus, the






(|W (j)| + KIj)). Though we only show
the derivation for the strong product graph regularization, it is not hard to observe
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that the three types of product graphs share the same theoretical time and space com-
plexities. Note that the regularization with the tensor product graph does not involve
the Ψ
(−i)
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Figure 3.3: Experimental data integrated from multiple sources.
In this section we first describe the datasets that we integrate for learning disease-
gene-chemical associations. Then we compare the prediction performance of GT-COPR
with other methods through tensor fiber-wise and slice-wise evaluations. To show the
potential clinical value of GT-COPR, we further validate the inferred triple-wise associ-
ations with the significant cancer-specific pharmacogenomic interactions reported by [9]
from the analysis of the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) [48] cell line
dataset. Finally, we perform statistical analysis on the learned component matrices to




We integrate multiple data sources to build the bipartite associations and knowledge
graphs to infer the disease-gene-chemical associations. We first downloaded the bi-
partite associations from the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) [44], which
provides manually curated associations between chemicals, diseases and genes extracted
from the published literature, with chemicals and diseases represented as Medical Sub-
ject Headings (MeSH) terms and genes represented as official gene symbols. Next, to
obtain the networks we 1) downloaded the Homo sapiens protein-protein interactions
(PPI) network from BioGRID 3.5 [30] as the gene-gene network; 2) we downloaded the
human common disease network [4] as our disease-disease network where two common
diseases are connected if their Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) based phenotypic
profiles share a high similarity; and 3) we construct the chemical-chemical network by
first converting those CTD chemicals to PubChem 881-bit structure fingerprints us-
ing ChemRICH database [7], then add an edge between every pair of chemicals if the
Tanimoto coefficient between their fingerprints is above 0.75 as suggested by [7]. The
statistics of the integrated dataset are summarized in Figure 3.3, which includes the
data sources, numbers of graph nodes, numbers of bipartite associations, and densities
of the networks and bipartite relational matrices.
3.3.2 Methods for comparison
As mentioned in Section 3.1, there is no tensor-based method developed for inferring
cross-graph multi-way associations from the observed bipartite associations. To bench-
mark the performance of GT-COPR, we compared it with five graph-based non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) methods. 1) wiZAN-Dual [40]: a dual graph regularized
NMF with weight and imputation matrices in the objective, which was applied for pre-
diction of drug-target interactions in [32]. 2) GWNMF [39]: a dual graph regularized
NMF with the binary weight matrix indicating the observed and unobserved bipartite
associations. 3) GWNMTF [39]: an alteration of the GWNMF to non-negative matrix
tri-factorization. 4) FASCINATE [10]: a generalization of wiZAN-Dual to the joint
factorization of multiple matrices, which was applied to infer the disease-gene, disease-
chemical and gene-chemical bipartite associations simultaneously. 5) SNMF: symmetric
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NMF [49] applied on the matrix constructed by putting all graphs on the diagonal blocks
and all bipartite relational matrices on the off-diagonal blocks.
We choose α from {10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1} and fix β = 0.1 for GT-COPR. The
graph hyperparameters of wiZAN-Dual/FASCINATE and GWNMF/GWNMTF are set
by searching the grids {0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1} and {0.1, 1, 10, 100} respectively, as suggested
in their papers. Note that GT-COPR and the baseline methods use different scales of
graph hyperparameters since the gradients of their variables are in different scales. To
determine the rank r of the component matrices, we plot the top-1000 sorted singular
values of each bipartite relational matrices in Figure 3.4. Interestingly, we can observe
that the spectral energy of each of the three bipartite relational matrices is dominated




















Figure 3.4: Elbow plots of the singular values of the bipartite matrices.
3.3.3 Evaluation of the predictive performance
To evaluate the performance of predicting the disease-gene-chemical triples, we first
construct a 3-way binary ground truth tensor T with Tijk denoting the association
between the i-th disease, j-th gene and k-th chemical, which is positive if at least two
interactions among the triple are observed in the bipartite relational matrices. Then we
evaluate the performances for predicting the disease-gene-chemical triples by disease,
gene and chemical tensor fibers and slices respectively. Without loss of generality, we use
the disease fiber and slice as examples to explain our evaluation procedures as follows.
• Fiber-wise evaluation : When evaluating the disease fiber T:jk we first eliminate
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all the connections to the j-th gene and k-th chemical from the disease-gene and
disease-chemical relational matrices respectively; next, we construct T̂:jk using the
learned low-rank matrices as described in Proposition 3.2.1, which is then treated
as a score vector to predict T:jk.
• Slice-wise evaluation : When evaluating the disease slice Ti:: we first eliminate
all the connections to the i-th disease from the disease-gene and disease-chemical
relational matrices respectively; next, we construct T̂i:: using the learned low-rank
matrices as described in Proposition 3.2.1, which is then treated as a score matrix
to predict Ti::.
We randomly choose 10% of diseases, genes or chemicals as validation (5%) and test
(5%) data and treat the rest 90% as training data for both fiber-wise and slice-wise
evaluations. The random sampling procedures are repeated 10 times. The non-negative
component matrices of the baseline methods are treated as the CPD-components for
constructing the tensor T̂ as what GT-COPR reports. The predictive performances on
the test data of all the methods are evaluated by average scores of AUC (area under
the receiver operating characteristics), MAP (mean average precision), hits at top 10
(Hits@10) and hits at top 5 (Hits@5), which are summarized in Table 3.2 and 3.3.
We can observe that all the three types of product graph regularized GT-COPR have
very similar performances in both fiber-wise and slice-wise evaluations; by utilizing the
topological information of the product graph via jointly regularizing the tensor elements
with the product graph manifolds, GT-COPR consistently and significantly outperforms
the other matrix factorization methods in all the fiber-wise evaluations and most of the
slice-wise evaluations; SNMF and the soft-weighted methods FASCINATE and wiZAN-
Dual also perform clearly better than the binary-weighted methods GWNMTF and
GWNMF, which implies that the discrimination between the observed and unobserved
bipartite associations are informative, and thus it is more reasonable to consider the
unobserved bipartite associations as negative samples than simply treat them as missing
entries.
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Table 3.2: Fiber-wise evaluation.
Evaluation by gene fibers Evaluation by disease fibers Evaluation by chemical fibers
Methods AUC MAP Hits@10 Hits@5 AUC MAP Hits@10 Hits@5 AUC MAP Hits@10 Hits@5
GT-COPR (Cartesian) 0.9129 0.1878 0.3440 0.4161 0.8741 0.3006 0.4337 0.5630 0.9749 0.2765 0.3651 0.4478
GT-COPR (Tensor) 0.9132 0.1928 0.3605 0.4027 0.8692 0.2842 0.4329 0.5460 0.9759 0.2797 0.3827 0.4399
GT-COPR (Strong) 0.9130 0.1894 0.3468 0.4192 0.8697 0.2829 0.4344 0.5489 0.9750 0.2759 0.3562 0.4463
SNMF 0.8660 0.1604 0.2827 0.2864 0.7467 0.1463 0.2102 0.2481 0.9236 0.1097 0.1563 0.1877
FASCINATE 0.8978 0.1414 0.2579 0.2522 0.8378 0.2209 0.3310 0.3483 0.9704 0.1489 0.1535 0.1453
wiZAN-Dual 0.7832 0.1287 0.2845 0.2806 0.8678 0.2899 0.4109 0.5495 0.9060 0.1579 0.2651 0.3116
GWNMTF 0.8749 0.0524 0.0185 0.0148 0.7373 0.0886 0.1909 0.1948 0.7076 0.0185 0.0388 0.0519
GWNMF 0.8924 0.0604 0.0753 0.0321 0.7359 0.0597 0.0876 0.0072 0.7241 0.0131 0.0081 0.0028
Table 3.3: Slice-wise evaluation.
Evaluation by gene slices Evaluation by disease slices Evaluation by chemical slices
Methods AUC MAP Hits@10 Hits@5 AUC MAP Hits@10 Hits@5 AUC MAP Hits@10 Hits@5
GT-COPR (Cartesian) 0.9934 0.0755 0.4776 0.6324 0.9843 0.0302 0.0694 0.0710 0.9825 0.0463 0.2123 0.1890
GT-COPR (Tensor) 0.9945 0.0687 0.5223 0.6905 0.9853 0.0385 0.0935 0.0903 0.9708 0.0337 0.2123 0.1890
GT-COPR (Strong) 0.9919 0.0802 0.4375 0.6905 0.9840 0.0303 0.0694 0.0710 0.9874 0.0392 0.2123 0.1890
SNMF 0.9032 0.0159 0.0759 0.0993 0.8568 0.0152 0.1403 0.1387 0.9181 0.0241 0.1156 0.1240
FASCINATE 0.9861 0.0223 0.0558 0.0182 0.8698 0.0159 0.0710 0.0613 0.9687 0.0155 0.0532 0.0474
wiZAN-Dual 0.9642 0.0369 0.0339 0.0616 0.9198 0.0111 0.0903 0.1000 0.9435 0.0096 0.1146 0.0994
GWNMTF 0.7624 0.0003 0 0 0.6646 0.0003 0.0032 0.0065 0.8645 0.0005 0 0
GWNMF 0.7583 0.0002 0.0002 0.0005 0.7589 0.0004 0 0 0.8550 0.0003 0 0
3.3.4 Validation on cancer cell line data
In [9], ANOVA analyses of the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) cell line
data find 182 significant cancer specific interactions between differential drug sensitivity
and cancer functional events (CFEs). The analyses are based on 1,250 CFEs including
somatic mutations, copy number alterations and DNA hypermethylation; and 265 clini-
cal, clinical developmental and experimental anti-cancer drug compounds. This dataset
is considered as an independent source from the integrated dataset described in Section
3.3.1.
We first map the 12 diseases (cancers), 1,250 CEFs and 265 compounds to the ids in
our integrated dataset, resulting in 104 interactions among 9 diseases, 670 genes and 100
chemicals. Next, we train each method with its optimal parameter found in the previous
section, using all the observed bipartite associations and networks from the integrated
database to obtain the low-rank component matrices, which are then used to construct
the 9 × 670 × 113 subtensor in T̂ . Then we measure the performances of all the methods
(GWNMF/GWNMTF are excluded due to their poor performances) by AUC scores
for predicting the disease specific gene-chemical interactions across all the 9 cancers
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Figure 3.5: Predicting cancer-specific pharmacogenomic interactions.
The performances of predicting the significant cancer-specific gene-chemical interactions
in 9 cancer types derived from the cell line dataset are measured by AUC scores.
(correspond to 9 tensor slices). To understand if the predictions made by GT-COPR
are biased towards the observed bipartite associations, we also add a baseline using the
binary tensor T constructed from the CTD bipartite associations mentioned in Section
3.3.3 to make the same predictions. The scatter plots in Figure 3.5 show that GT-
COPR clearly outperforms the other methods in all the 9 cancer types, which provides
the evidence of GT-COPR learning clinically meaningful pharmacogenomic multi-way
associations. The right-most column in Figure 3.5 shows that T has a poor prediction
performance on all the cancer types except the Lung Adenocarcinoma (LUAD), which
means the CTD database covers only few interactions reported by [9], and further implies
the knowledge graphs carry plenty of information for the multi-relational inference.
One can also observe that the performances of using the three types of product graph
regularization are very close in most of the cancer types. One remarkable difference is
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that when predicting the gene-chemical interactions in LGG (low grade glioma), the
AUC score is lifted by v15% via using tensor product graph regularization.
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density: 0.065 (0.0012) 
density: 0.4111 (0.0029)
Figure 3.6: Subnetworks of the detected components.
The detected components in the cardiovascular system disease category are visualized
with subnetworks. The densities of each subnetwork and bipartite subnetwork are given
together with the background densities in parentheses.
To evaluate the capability of CT-COPR to find topologically and biologically rele-
vant disease, gene and chemical components, we 1) convert every column (component) in
the rank-200 component matrices A(1) (disease), A(2) (gene) and A(3) (chemical) learned
by GT-COPR with the Cartesian product graph regularization to z-score vector, 2) se-
lect diseases, genes and chemicals with z-scores > 2.33 (p-value < 0.01) matched by
components, 3) perform right-tailed Fisher’s exact test to find the most significant (p-
value < 10−3) disease components via comparing with the 13 disease categories reported
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Table 3.4: Detected components of cellular proliferation.










small molecule metabolic process (p = 3.1× 10−21)
lipid metabolic process (p = 1.6× 10−18)
cellular lipid metabolic process (p = 1.3× 10−18)
metabolic process (p = 5.9× 10−18)
carboxylic acid metabolic process (p = 1.9× 10−17)
oxoacid metabolic process (p = 2.8× 10−17)
organic acid metabolic process (p = 5.3× 10−17)
organic substance metabolic process (p = 1.67× 10−15)
pathways in cancer (KEGG) (p = 9.1× 10−10)
xenobiotics (Reactome) (p = 2.4× 10−8)
cytochrome P450 (Reactome) (p = 2.0× 10−7)
biological oxidation (Reactome) (p = 3.8× 10−7)
prostate cancer (KEGG) (p = 4.7× 10−7)
chemical carcinogenesis (KEGG) (p = 1.6× 10−6)
breast cancer pathway (Wikipathways) (p = 6.3× 10−6)
hepatocellular carcinoma (KEGG) (p = 3.4× 10−5)
by [4], and 4) apply gene and chemical enrichment analyses with Gene Ontology (GO)
Consortium [50] and IMPaLA [51] respectively to find the GO terms and pathways re-
lated to the selected genes and chemicals in each of the disease components found in
step 3).
There are 101 biologically related disease gene and chemical components found by
the procedures described above. Due to the page limit, we only show the two components
corresponding to cardiovascular system and cellular proliferation disease categories re-
spectively. Figure 3.6 shows the top-5 enriched GO terms and chemical pathways,
and three subnetworks containing subsets of the matched diseases, genes and chemicals
related to the cardiovascular system disease category. Interestingly, the significantly
enriched GO terms and chemical pathways are all closely related to the cardiovascular
system. For example the heart failure is known to be a syndrome characterized by
up regulation of the “sympathetic nervous” system [52]; “organic cation transporters”
(OCT1-3 and OCTN1/2) facilitate cardiac uptake of endogenous compounds and nu-
merous drugs [53]; and “antiarrhythmic”, “cardiac” and “heart” are all relevant key
words. Moreover, each of the three subnetworks is fully connected, with densities of
the networks and cross-network bipartite relational matrices significantly higher than
the background densities of the integrated dataset given in Figure 3.3. We also show
the subsets of the detected diseases in cellular proliferation component, together with
two lists of top enriched GO terms and chemical pathways in Table 3.4. The first col-
umn shows that all the diseases are neoplasms (caused by an abnormal proliferation of
tissues). The last two columns show that the enriched GO terms and chemical path-
ways are all cancer related. For example, the GO terms “lipid metabolic process” and
“cellular lipid metabolic process” are believed to be cancer-development related by a
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recent study [54]; the “cytochrome P450” enzymes are known to be important targets
in cancer, due to their role in “xenobiotic metabolism” [55]; and chemical pathways
of four different types of cancer are also enriched. Overall, the results demonstrate
that the components produced by GT-COPR have both topologically and biologically
interpretations.



























Figure 3.7: Running time of GT-COPR.
Comparison of the running time of GT-COPR with three types of product graph regu-
larization.
3.3.6 Implementation and running time
We implemented GT-COPR using MATLAB (R2018a) with the Tensor Toolbox v 2.6
[56] on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2450 (32 cores 2.10GHz, 2 CPUs) and
196GB of RAM. Figure 3.7 shows that GT-COPR is able to learn the chemical-gene-
disease multi-way associations using the integrated dataset in less than one CPU hour.
Empirically, the implementation of the tensor product graph regularized GT-COPR
scales almost linearly with the tensor rank and is faster than the Cartesian and strong
product graph regularized versions.
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3.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel and general tensor-based algorithm GT-COPR
for learning pharmacogenomic multi-way associations across multiple networks, utiliz-
ing the observed bipartite associations and the topological information of three different
types of product graphs, without relying on known initial multi-way associations. The
theoretical analysis of the convergence of GT-COPR will be presented in Section 6.2.
We observed that GT-COPR significantly outperforms matrix factorization based meth-
ods on predicting the disease-gene-chemical multi-way associations on our integrated
biomedical dataset. The validation using cancer cell line dataset demonstrates the clini-
cal value of CT-COPR. The statistical component analysis shows that GT-COPR is also






Label propagation has been widely used for semi-supervised learning on the similarity
graph of labeled and unlabeled samples [28, 35, 36]. As illustrated in Figure 4.1(A),
label propagation propagates training labels on a graph S to learn a vector y predicting
the labels of nodes. In each iteration of label propagation, each node in the graph
receives label information propagated from its neighbors, and also preserves its initial
labeling. A generalization of label propagation to the tensor product of two graphs
S(1) ⊗ S(2), also known as bi-random walk [17], can infer the bipartite associations in a
matrix Y between the nodes from the two graphs. The bi-random walk iteration has its
matrix form as shown in Figure 4.1(B), smoothing both dimensions of matrix Y with
the manifolds of the graphs S(1) and S(2). This approach has been widely adopted in
many machine learning applications including biomedical network alignment [17], multi-
label classification [57], link prediction [26], collaborative filtering [58], cross-lingual
text classification [59], and image segmentation [60]. When generalized to the tensor
product of n graphs ⊗ni=1S(i) to predict the associations across the n graphs in an n-way
tensor Y as shown in Figure 4.1(C), label propagation accomplishes n-way relational
learning from knowledge graphs [25, 27, 61]. Label propagation on the tensor product
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(C) n-way Relational Learning (illustrated by n = 3)
Figure 4.1: Label propagation generalized to tensor product graphs.
(A) Label propagation on a graph predicts the labels of the nodes for semi-supervised
learning; (B) Label propagation on the tensor product of two graphs predicts links
between the nodes across the two graphs; (C) Label propagation on an n-way tensor
product graph learns n-way multi-way associations across the nodes in n graphs. Each
n-way tuple of graph nodes in the same color is represented as an entry in the n-way
tensor.
global relations among the nodes reveal the node identities [17]. However, the tensor
formulation of label propagation is computationally intensive to solve. Empirically, most
of the existing methods are only scalable to learn 3-way associations in large graphs even
if the graphs are sparse [25,27].
The main objective of this chapter is to provide a theoretically justified approxima-
tion, and scalable algorithms and implementations to tackle the scalability issue. Our
contributions in this study are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel optimization formulation to approximate the transformation
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matrix in the closed-form solution of label propagation on the tensor product
graph (TPG), by learning with a subset of eigen-pairs from the normalized TPG.
In chapter 6, we will provide the theoretical justification that the globally opti-
mal solution of the optimization problem minimizes an estimating error bound of
recovering the true tensor that is structured by the TPG manifolds, for multiple
graph alignment; we will also provide a data-dependent error bound using the
transductive Rademacher complexity for binary hyperlink prediction.
• We develop an efficient eigenvalue selection algorithm to sequentially select the
eigen-pairs from each individual normalized graph considering the global spectrum
of the transformation matrix. We then show that the spectrum of the low-rank
normalized tensor product graph constructed by the selected eigen-pairs is guaran-
teed to be the globally optimal solution to the proposed optimization formulation.
• We propose the Low-Rank Tensor-based Label Propagation algorithm (Lowrank-
TLP) using efficient tensor operations to compute the approximated solution based
on the eigen-pairs selected from the knowledge graphs. We provide an efficient
parallel implementation of LowrankTLP using SPLATT library [62] with shared-
memory parallelism to increase the scalability by a large magnitude.
• We validate the effectiveness, efficiency and scalability of LowrankTLP on the
simulation data by controlling the graph size and topology. We also demonstrate
the practical use of LowrankTLP on three real datasets for hyperlink prediction
and multiple graph alignment, across a large number of knowledge graphs.
4.2 Problem formulation
Now, we introduce the two multi-relational learning problems studied in this chapter.
The objective is to score the queried n-way associations among the nodes across mul-
tiple undirected graphs {G(i) = (V (i), E(i)) : i = 1, . . . , n} where each graph G(i) has
|V (i)| = Ii nodes, for either hyperlink prediction or multiple graph alignment given the
input as 1) the labels of a small number of observed n-way relations, 2) or the similarity











(B) Eigenvalue selection (Algorithm 1)
(A) Input relations
Task 1 - Hyperlink prediction
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Figure 4.2: Overview of LowrankTLP algorithm.
(A) Input: the initial input tensor Y0 is 1) a sparse tensor of labeled multi-way as-
sociations (given in set Θh) for hyperlink prediction or 2) a CPD-form estimated from
bipartite similarities (given in set Θg) between every pair of the graphs for multiple graph
alignment. (B) Knowledge Graphs: Three normalized undirected graphs S(1), S(2)
and S(3) are given. Algorithm 4.1 will obtain the k optimal eigenvalues and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors of the tensor product graph based on the eigen-decomposition of
each graph for computing the approximation of the closed-form solution. (C) Efficient
Tensor Operations: Y0 and the selected eigen-pairs are used to perform compres-
sion and prediction operations to obtain the approximated closed-form solution of label
propagation in a CPD-form. (D) Output: The scores of the multi-way associations
queried in set Ω are predicted in a sparse tensor O to represent the hyperlink strengths,
or to derive the alignment of multiple graphs.
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4.2(A). These two learning tasks correspond to the two input options discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.
Task 1: hyperlink prediction
• Input associations (Option 1 in Section 1.2): a small set Θh = {(i1, i2, . . . , in) :
ij ∈ [1, Ij ], ∀j = 1, . . . , n} of labeled n-way associations (hyperlinks) among the
nodes across n graphs, where ij denotes the node of graph G
(j).
• Queried multi-way associations: a set Ω = {(j1, j2, . . . , jn) : jl ∈ [1, Il],∀l =
1, . . . , n} of the queried n-way associations (hyperlinks), chosen per user’s inter-
ests.
• Learning task : given n knowledge graphs and the set Θh of labeled hyperlinks,
predict the link strengths of the queried set Ω of hyperlinks in a sparse tensor
O ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 with |Ω| nonzero entries.
Task 2: multiple graph alignment
• Input associations (Option 2 in Section 1.2): a set Θg = {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈
[1, n] and i < j} of non-negative matrices, where Ri,j contains the similarity scores
between the nodes of a pair of graphs G(i) and G(j).
• Queried multi-way associations: a set Ω = {(j1, j2, . . . , jn) : jl ∈ [1, Il], ∀l =
1, . . . , n} of the queried n-way associations, which can be derived from the bipartite
associations by heuristic as in [63] and [64].
• Learning task : given n knowledge graphs and the set Θg of bipartite associations,
predict the alignment scores between the queried set Ω of n-way tuples of graph
nodes in a sparse tensor O ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 with |Ω| nonzero entries.
In both tasks described above, we expect to learn a sparse tensor O which stores the
scores to return for any queried n-way relations. Given either the labels of the observed
n-way relations or the similarity scores between the nodes of all the graph pairs, we
will show that tensor O can be learned from a compressed tensor Y ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1
using label propagation on the normalized tensor product graph S = ⊗ni=1S(i) which is
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discussed in Section 2.4. We propose to model both learning learning tasks with the
regularization framework presented in Equation (2.3) and explained below,
J (Y) =1
2
(vec(Y)T (I −⊗ni=1S(i))vec(Y) + µ||vec(Y)− vec(Y0)||22).
• Formulation of hyperlink prediction (Task 1): the learning task 1 is a
transductive learning problem [65,66] of inferring a tensor Y from a sparse initial
tensor Y0. The nonzero entries in Y0 are the labels (link types) of the observed
n-way associations (hyperlinks) given in set Θh (defined in Section 4.2), such that
the label of the (i1, i2, . . . , in)-th hyperlink is Y0inin−1...i1 . The zero entries in Y0
represent the unobserved n-way associations. The inferred tensor Y is composed
of the link strengths of all the n-way hyperlinks.
• Formulation of multiple graph alignment (Task 2): we convert the set Θg
(defined in Section 4.2) of bipartite similarity matrices to the rank-r CPD-form of
Y0 as following: first, symmetric NMF (symNMF) [49] is applied on a symmetric




+ such that R ≈ FF T as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (A). Then, the
rank-r CPD-form of Y0 is approximated as Y0 = JF (n), F (n−1), . . . , F (1)K where
F (i) ∈ RIi×r+ is the i-th submatrix of F . The assumption is that more similar
bipartite associations between every pair (ia, ib) ⊂ (i1, i2, . . . , in) imply a stronger
n-way associations in tuple (i1, i2, . . . , in). This representation has been widely
adopted in real graph alignment problems as in [63], [10] and [67]. As Y0 is
guessed from the bipartite associations, we call the learning task 2 structured
signal recovery from noisy observation. Our goal is to recover the true tensor Y
which is structured by the TPG manifolds, from its noisy observation Y0.
As pointed out in Section 2.5, the time and space complexities of computing label
propagation are O(
∏n




i=1 Ii)) respectively. Therefore, it is
challenging to directly apply label propagation on a high-order tensor. To tackle this
challenge, we propose the LowrankTLP algorithm in Section 4.3 based on a principled
approximation of the linear transformation matrix (I−αS)−1 in the closed-form solution
in Equation (2.8). We also outline the framework of LowrankTLP in Figure 4.2.
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4.3 Low-rank label propagation
In this section, we propose the scalable LowrankTLP algorithm based on a theoretically
principled approximation to the closed-form solution given in Equation (2.8). Section
4.3.1 proposes the optimization formulation for approximating the closed-form solution.
The globally optimal solution can be obtained by selecting a subset of eigen-pairs from
the normalized TPG S using Algorithm 4.1 presented in Section 4.3.2. The scalable
LowrankTLP algorithm is then proposed in Section 4.3.3, using the eigen-pairs selected
by Algorithm 4.1. Section 4.3.4 analyzes the time and space complexity of LowrankTLP.
In Chapter 6, we will provide the theoretical justification of our optimization formulation
proposed in Section 4.3.1 by providing an estimating error bound for recovering the true
tensor that is structured by the TPG manifolds, and a data-dependent error bound for
justifying LowrankTLP in a special case of Task 1.
4.3.1 Optimization formulation
We propose to approximate Y∗ in Equation (2.8), which is the closed-from solution to
the objective J (Y) in Equation (2.3), by minimizing the perturbation on transformation
matrix (I − αS)−1 as follows,
minimize
eig(Sk)
||(I − αS)−1 − (I − αSk)−1||2,F
subject to rank(Sk) = k, eig(Sk) ⊆ eig(S),
(4.1)
where S = ⊗ni=1S(i) is the normalized TPG; eig(Sk) and eig(S) denote the sets of
eigen-pairs of Sk and S respectively; ||.||2 is spectral norm and ||.||F is Frobenius norm.
The objective is to find a low-rank matrix Sk defined by a subset of eigen-pairs of
S to give the lowest divergence on the overall transformation matrix (I − αS)−1. The
selected eigen-pairs in eig(Sk) will be used for constructing the approximated closed-
form solution Ŷ∗ in Equation (4.5) in Section 4.3.2, which forms the foundation of
LowrankTLP (Algorithm 4.2) described in Section 4.3.3.
Later, in Section 6.1.1, we will show this formulation minimizes the estimating error
bound in Theorem 6.1.1. It is noteworthy that simply computing the best rank-k
approximation to S per Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem does not guarantee the optimal
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solution. Instead, we will show that the globally optimal solution to the optimization
problem (4.1) can be efficiently found by Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1: Select Eigenvalues
Data: {S(i) : i = 1, . . . , n}, α ∈ (0, 1).
Result: λselect and {Q(i)select : i = 1, . . . , n}.
1 Compute and store the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S(i) in vector λ(i) and
matrix Q(i) respectively, for i = 1, . . . , n.
2 Γ← λ(1)
3 for i = 2 to n do
4 Γ← λ(i) ⊗ top bot 2k(Γ)
5 end
6 λselect ← k elements from Γ with the largest α|Γj |1−αΓj , j = 1, . . . , k




(i) by looking-up indexes of the entries in Γ.
9 end
4.3.2 Selection of the optimal eigen-pairs
Let Sk = Q1:kΛ1:kQ
T
1:k be the eigen-decomposition of Sk, where Λ1:k and Q1:k store the
eigen-pairs {(λj , qj) : j = 1, . . . , k} of Sk selected from eig(S). Also, define diagonal
matrix Λrest and matrix Qrest to hold the remaining eigen-pairs {(λi, qi) : i = k +







j and qj = ⊗ni=1q
(i)





j is an eigen-pair of S
(i) contributing to λj and qj of S. This implies
the eigen-pairs of Sk are composed of the properly selected eigen-pairs from each S
(i),
for i = 1, . . . , n.
Proposition 4.3.1. Define A = (I − αS)−1 and its approximation Â = (I − αSk)−1.
According to Woodbury formula [68], we have
Â = Q1:k((I − αΛ1:k)−1 − I)QT1:k + I. (4.2)
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Theorem 4.3.1. The optimal k eigenvalues {λj : j = 1, . . . , k} that solve the opti-
mization problem (4.1) are among the union of the k largest (algebraic) and k smallest





,∀j ∈ [1, k], ∀i ∈ [k + 1, N ].
Proof. Given Equation (4.2), the perturbation is obtained as
Â−A = Qrest(I − (I − αΛrest)−1)QTrest,
whose singular values are { α|λi|1−αλi : i = k + 1, . . . , N} and k zeros. Thus, its spectral












where λ∗ = argmaxλ∈{λk+1,...,λN}
α|λ|
1−αλ . To minimize both norms in Equation (4.3), the
k selected eigenvalues {λj : j = 1, . . . , k} should produce the largest elements in the
set { α|λj |1−αλj : j = 1, . . . , k} among all the eigenvalues of S. In addition, since α ∈ (0, 1)
and λj ∈ [−1, 1] for j = 1, . . . , k, the function α|λj |1−αλj is monotonically increasing in
the positive orthant and decreasing in the negative orthant with λj . Thus, {λj : j =
1, . . . , k} must be in the union of the k largest (algebraic) eigenvalues and k smallest
(algebraic) eigenvalues of S. (End of Proof)
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Algorithm 4.2: LowrankTLP
Data: {S(i) : i = 1, . . . , n}, Y0, α, k and Ω.
Result: Sparse tensor O.
1 Apply Algorithm 4.1 to obtain λselect, {Q(i)select : i = 1, . . . , n}.
2 Initialize v to be a k-D vector with all zeros.
3 if Y0 is sparse then
4 for j=1 to k do
5 vj ← Y0×̄1q(n)j ×̄2q
(n−1)





8 if Y0 is in CPD-form JF (n), F (n−1), . . . , F (1)K then
9 Ψ← Q(1)TselectF (1)
10 for j = 2 to k do
11 Ψ← Ψ ~ (Q(j)TselectF (j))
12 end
13 v ← Ψ1
14 end
15 m← αλselect/(1− αλselect)
16 v̂′ ← (v ~m)′
17 Initialize O = {} to be an empty tensor.
18 for every tuple (i1, i2, . . . , in) in Ω do











Theorem 4.3.2. Define function top bot 2k(x) = top k(x)∪bot k(x) where top k(x)
and bot k(x) return the k algebraically largest and smallest values of the vector x re-
spectively. Given the vector λ(i) of the eigenvalues of S(i) for i = 1, . . . , n, we have
top bot 2k(⊗ni=1λ(i)) = top bot 2k(λ(n) ⊗ top bot 2k(Γ(n−1))), where
Γ(i) =
λ
(i) ⊗ top bot 2k(Γ(i−1)), if i = 2, . . . , n− 1
λ(1), if i = 1.
Proof. Theorem 4.3.2 can be proven by induction based on the observation that the k
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algebraically largest (smallest) elements in the outer product of two real vectors can
only be among the multiplications between the union of the k largest and smallest
values in the two vectors. Thus, only the numbers in top bot 2k(Γ(i−1)) are needed
to compute the next Γ(i) in the recursion. Taking the elements in top bot 2k(Γ(i−1))
in the multiplication with each λ(i) guarantees that the numbers needed for computing
the k largest (smallest) elements in ⊗ni=1λ(i) will be kept in Γ(i). (End of Proof)





1−αλi , ∀j ∈ [1, k], ∀i ∈ [k + 1, N ] must be contained in the union
of the k largest and k smallest eigenvalues of S. Thus, we only need to find the
top bot 2k(⊗ni=1λ(i)) with Theorem 4.3.2, and select k eigenvalues which give the
largest elements in the set { α|λj |1−αλj : j = 1, . . . , k}. Based on the idea, we propose Al-
gorithm 4.1 to select the eigen-pairs {(λ(i)j , q
(i)
j ) : i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , k} efficiently
in time O(
∑n
i=1(kIi log(kIi)), plus the time for eigen-decomposition of each knowledge
graph. Algorithm 4.1 starts with λ(1), the eigenvalues of the first graph (line 2) and
iteratively merges another λ(i) one at a time in the for-loop between line 3-5 to com-
pute top bot 2k(⊗il=1λ(l)) in Γ. Each merge step computes and sorts O(kIi) numbers.
Algorithm 4.1 outputs a vector λselect of the selected eigenvalues from S and matrices
Q
(i)
select of the selected eigenvectors from Q
(i), for i = 1, . . . , n such that








2 , . . . , q
(i)
k ], ∀i = 1, . . . , n.













The matrix Q1:k can be computed from {Q(i)select : i = 1, . . . , n} as Q1:k = ni=1Q
(i)
select.
By Equation (4.2), the closed-form solution in Equation (2.8) can be approximated as




Tvec(Y0) + (1− α)vec(Y0). (4.5)
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4.3.3 LowrankTLP algorithm
Equation (4.5) implies a 2-step tensor computation of the closed-form solution given in
Algorithm 4.2. The two steps are also illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Compression step (line 1-16 in Algorithm 4.2)




Tvec(Y0) in Equation (4.5) is to compress the original tensor Y0 to
a k-D vector v with its jth element
vj = Y0×̄1q(n)j ×̄2q
(n−1)
j ×̄3 . . . ×̄nq
(1)
j , (4.6)
where each ×̄i denotes mode-i vector product of tensor. In Equation (4.6), the
original tensor Y0 is compressed to a scalar by multiplying with n vectors which
is similar to computing the core tensor in Tucker decomposition. Denote the
number of nonzeros in Y0 as |Y0|, the time complexity of the compression step is
O(|Y0|nk).
? Parallel implementation : The construction of v via Equation (4.6) performs
j sequences of n-way tensor-vector products as
Z ← Y 0(1)(Q
(2)
select  · · · Q
(n)
select), (4.7)
vj ← q(1)Tj zj ∀j = 1, . . . , k,
where Y 0(1) denotes the matrix flattened from Y0. The kernel in Equation (4.7) is
similar to matricized tensor times Khatri-Rao product (MTTKRP) [69] involving
n−1 products during the computation of the CPD. Therefore, we can leverage
parallel algorithms developed to compute the CPD for the computation. We adopt
SPLATT [70], a C library with shared-memory parallelism for fast MTTKRP
computation. Parallelized in p threads, the parallel implementation reduces the
complexity to O( |Y
0|nk
p ).
• Y0 is in CPD-form in multiple graph alignment (Task 2) (line 8-14): when
the initial tensor Y0 is in the CPD-form JF (n), F (n−1), . . . , F (1)K the k-D vector v
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can be obtained by





where Equation (4.8) is obtained by vectorization property of CPD-form (Defi-
nition A.1.1 in appendix) and Equation (4.9) can be derived from Lemma A.2.2
in appendix. Since each Q
(i)T
selectF
(i) takes O(krIi) (recall r is the rank of the




Expansion (Prediction) step: (line 17-20 in Algorithm 4.2)
After obtaining the k-D vector v which is then multiplied by the diagonal matrix M to
obtain another k-D vector v̂, the second step is to compute
vec(Ŷ∗) = (1− α)((ni=1Q(i)select)v̂ + vec(Y0)). (4.10)
The left term of (4.10) has the same form as the vectorized CPD with component
matrices Q
(i)
select ∈ RIi×k for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, the tensorized form can be obtained as
Ŷ∗ = (1− α)(Jv̂′;Q(n)select, Q
(n−1)
select , . . . , Q
(1)
selectK + Y0), (4.11)
where v̂′ is a reversal of the elements in v̂. According to Equation (4.11), the k-D vector
v̂ and matrices {Q(i)select : i = 1, . . . , n} together with Y0 store all the information for
computing any entry of Ŷ∗ with a time complexity O(nk). Suppose the query set Ω has
cardinality |Ω|, the total time complexity for predicting the queried n-way associations
in a sparse tensor O is O(nk|Ω|).
Table 4.1: Comparison of time complexities.
Compression step Prediction step




i + kIi log(kIi)) + |Y0|nk) O(nk|Ω|)




i + kIi log(kIi) + krIi)) O(nk|Ω|)











GraphCP (Task 1) O(iters ∗ n(|Y0|nr + r2∑ni=1 Ii + r∑ni=1 I2i )) O(nr|Ω|)
GraphCP (Task 2) O(iters ∗ n(r2∑ni=1 Ii + r∑ni=1 I2i )) O(nr|Ω|)
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4.3.4 Time and space complexities





kIi log(kIi)). Therefore, the overall complexity of the computing the compressed rep-




i + kIi log(kIi)) + |Y0|nk) for




i + kIi log(kIi) + krIi)) for CPD-form initialization.
The time complexity of the prediction step in Algorithm 4.2 (line 17 - 20) is O(nk|Ω|)
for both sparse initialization and CPD-form initialization. Table 4.1 compares the time
complexity of LowrankTLP with existing tensor-based multi-relational learning meth-
ods described in Section 4.4.1. Note that compared with LowrankTLP, ApproxLink [26]
has slightly lower compression complexity when n is small; however, when n is big the
complexity of ApproxLink in terms of
∏n
i=1 ki, where ki is the rank of the i-th graph,
becomes a bottleneck in the computation. For GraphCP [22], we assume the first order
method is applied to minimize the objective functions. Note that the overall complexity
of GraphCP is the number of iterations multiplies the per-iteration-complexity (com-
puting the gradient) in the compression step while the empirical runtime relies on the
optimization method, line search type, initialization, stopping condition and etc.





to store the indexes of the selected eigen-pairs is O(k); and to store the initial ten-
sor is O(|Y0|) and O(∑ni=1 Iir) for sparse and CPD-form initial tensor respectively.







i=1 Iir + k) for CPD-form initialization.
4.4 Experiments
In the experiments, the performance of LowrankTLP for hyperlink prediction (Task
1) and multiple graph alignment (Task 2) was evaluated in simulation and three real
datasets. Section 4.4.1 introduces the baseline methods and provides the details of ex-
perimental setups. Section 4.4.2 evaluates the effectiveness and efficiency of Lowrank-
TLP for hyperlink prediction (Task 1) on the simulation data, through controlling the
size and topology of multiple artificial graphs. Section 4.4.3 tests the practical applica-
tion of LowrankTLP for hyperlink prediction (Task 1) on the DBLP dataset of scientific
publication records. In Section 4.4.4 and 4.4.5, we evaluate the practical application
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Table 4.2: Summary of datasets in the experiments.
Task 1: hyperlink prediction
Experiment Input associations Query set Knowledge graph
Simulation observed n-way associations held-out test n-way associations
n graphs generated by permuting a percentage






Author × Author, Paper × Paper
and Venue × Venue graphs
Task 2: multiple graph alignment
Experiment Input associations Query set Knowledge graph
CT scans
RBF similarities across spots sampled
from each pair of CT scan images
alignment scores of spots across
multiple images
RBF similarities between spots sampled within
each CT scan image
PPI
BLAST sequence similarities between
proteins from each pair of species
alignment scores of proteins across
multiple species
protein-protein interactions (PPI) networks for
different species
of LowrankTLP to multiple graph alignment (Task 2). We first apply LowrankTLP to
align up to 26 CT scan images in Section 4.4.4. Next, we evaluate the performance of
LowrankTLP for the global alignment of up to 4 full protein-protein interaction (PPI)
networks across 4 different species in Section 4.4.5. For better clarity, we also summarize
the input/output of all the experiments in Table 4.2.
4.4.1 Baseline methods and implementations
Baseline methods
We compared LowrankTLP with seven baseline methods in the simulations and the
experiments based on their applicability to hyperlink prediction and multiple graph
alignment.
• Approximate link propagation (ApproxLink) [26]: ApproxLink was originally
designed for pair-wise link prediction in a matrix. We extended its operations
for hyperlink prediction in a tensor. Given an incomplete initial tensor Y0 ∈
RIn×In−1×...×I1 with zeros representing the missing entries, and n knowledge graphs
{G(i) : i = 1, . . . , n}, ApproxLink predicts the scores of queried entries in the ten-
sor.
• Transductive learning over product graph (TOP) [27]: TOP is designed for one-
class classification. Given a binary incomplete initial tensor Y0 ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1
with ones and zeros representing the observed positive entries and missing entries
respectively, and n knowledge graphs {G(i) : i = 1, . . . , n}, TOP detects the
queried positive entries in the tensor.
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• Canonical polyadic decomposition (CP): Tensor Y0 ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 which is
either noisily complete or incomplete with zeros representing the missing entries,
is decomposed into n component matrices as in Equation (2.2). The component
matrices are then used to construct the queried entries in the tensor.
• Graph regularized CP (GraphCP) [22]: Given n knowledge graphs {G(i) : i =
1, . . . , n}, an initial tensor Y0 ∈ RIn×In−1×...×I1 which is either noisily complete or
incomplete with zeros representing the missing entries is decomposed into n com-
ponent matrices by solving a least square problem with cross-mode regularization
using TPG. The component matrices are then used to construct the queried entries
in the tensor.
• Fast cross-layer dependency inference on multi-layered networks (FASCINATE)
[10]: Given a multi-layered network which contains the within-layer connections
in {G(i) : i = 1, . . . , n} and incomplete cross-layer connections in {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ :
∀i, j ∈ [1, n] and i < j}, FASCINATE predicts the scores of the missing entries
in Ri,j using graph-regularized matrix factorization. Since FASCINATE does not
learn a tensor or its decomposition directly, we treat the non-negative component
matrices output by FASCINATE as the CPD-components to construct the n-way
tensor for comparisons.
• Spectral methods for multiple PPI network alignment (IsoRankN) [12]: Given n
PPI networks {G(i) : i = 1, . . . , n} of n species, and BLAST sequence similarities
{Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] and i < j} between proteins from each pair of
species, IsoRankN finds a global alignment of the n PPI networks based on spectral
clustering on the induced graph of bipartite alignment scores.
• Backbone extraction and merge strategy for multiple PPI network alignment (BEAMS)
[71]: Given n PPI networks {G(i) : i = 1, . . . , n} of n species, and BLAST sequence
similarities {Ri,j ∈ RIi×Ij+ : ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] and i < j} between proteins from each
pair of species, BEMAS finds a global alignment of the n PPI networks by solving
a combinatorial optimization problem with a heuristic approach.
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Implementation details
The graph regularization hyperparameter α defined in section 2.4.2 was chosen from the







imation was applied to each individual graph for ApproxLink and TOP to guarantee
the approximated TPG has the same or larger rank than k.
For better scalability, we adopted the first-order method ADAM [72] based on the all-
at-once optimization [73, 74] to minimize the objective functions of CP and GraphCP.
The component matrices were randomly initialized; the stopping criteria was chosen
to be ||∇f(xt)||2 ≤ 10−3||∇f(x0)||2, where xt denotes the stack of all the vectorized
component matrices in the t-th iteration; the maximum number of iterations was set to
1000. Note that, for GraphCP the gradient scale of the cross-mode regularization term
increases much faster than the gradient scale of the decomposition term, as the tensor
order (the number of graphs) increases. Therefore, when the tensor order is high, the
graph hyperparameter α as defined in [22] tends to be set very small. Unless otherwise
stated, we chose α from {10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1} as suggested in [22] and r (tensor
rank) from {10, 50, 100} for both CPD-based methods in Task 1; for Task 2 the CPD-
rank r is equal to the rank of the initial CPD-form tensor and is chosen by PCA to
cover at least 90% of the spectral energy in the stacking matrix R defined in Section
2.4.1.
We implemented FASICNATE1 using its open-source package, with the graph hy-
perparameter α selected from {0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1} as suggested in [10].
The baselines IsoRankN2 and BEAMS3 were developed specifically for PPI network
alignment. We downloaded and ran the original packages to obtain the alignment scores
with the graph hyperparameter α selected from {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} as suggested in
their packages.
All the experiments were performed using our server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2450 with 32 cores (2.10GHz) in 2 CPUs and 196GB of RAM. All the baseline
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Figure 4.3: Simulation results.
(A) Effectiveness comparisons by varying TPG ranks. (B) Efficiency and scalability
comparisons. The curves are truncated if the methods are not scalable.
4.4.2 Simulations
Synthetic graphs were generated to evaluate the performance and the scalability. We
started with a graph of density 0.1 and size I to generate n distinct graphs by randomly
permuting 10% of edges from the common “ancestor” graph so that they share similar
structures that can be utilized for matching the multi-way associations. The inputs are
the n graphs and a sparse n-way tensor Y0 ∈ RI×...×I with I/2 (half) of its diagonal
entries set to 1s. We set the other I/2 diagonal entries and I/2 randomly sampled
off-diagonal entries to 0.9 and treated them as positive and negative test samples, re-
spectively. The outputs are scores of the I test entries after label propagation, which
can be used to distinguish the positive and negative classes based on the assumption
that the nodes indexed by the diagonal entries of the tensor should have high similar-
ities since they come from the same “ancestor” graph and this information should be
captured by the TPG.
• Effectiveness: We compared LowrankTLP with ApproxLink, CP and GraphCP
using the same sparse tensor Y0 as input. For fair comparisons, we fixed α = 0.1
for LowrankTLP and used the best hyperparameters for all the baseline meth-
ods. The area under the curve (AUC) and mean average precision (MAP) are
the evaluation metrics. Each experiment was repeated five times and the average
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performances were reported. Table 4.3 shows that LowrankTLP clearly outper-
forms all the baselines to learn multi-way associations among 5 and 10 graphs.
The prediction of the CPD-based methods is almost random, which is not sur-
prising given the fact that tensor Y0 is extremely sparse; this observation also
agrees with the previous observations that the accuracy of tensor decomposition
degrades severely when only a small fraction of entries is observed [22, 75]. Note
that ApproxLink performs better than the CPD-based methods, which implies
that label propagation is a more robust approach for sparse inputs than tensor de-
composition for hyperlink prediction. Figure 4.3(A) shows that the LowrankTLP
outperforms ApproxLink in different TPG ranks, which validates the advantage
of our optimization formulation (4.1). It also shows that LowrankTLP requires
only a moderate rank k ≥ 10, 000 when n = 5, and achieves a high performance
with k ≥ 100,000 when n = 50, whereas ApproxLink is not applicable to such a
large number of graphs.
• Efficiency and scalability : We further compared the runtime of the MATLAB
implementation of LowrankTLP using Tensor Toolbox [56] version 2.6 and the
parallel implementation using SPLATT library [62] (described in Section 4.3.3)
with the baseline methods applicable to the knowledge graphs. We chose a small
tensor rank r = 10 for GraphCP for time efficiency. The TPG rank k = 10
4
5 n was
chosen for LowrankTLP which achieves AUC ≈ 0.9 empirically. In Figure 4.3(B),
we observe that the parallel LowrankTLP results in a speedup of about one order
of magnitude compared to the MATLAB version. The parallel implementation of
LowrankTLP improved the runtime to 103s compared with 104s by the sequential
implementation to align 100 graphs of size 1000 each. ApproxLink has a similar
runtime as sequential LowrankTLP on 3 and 10 graphs, while it is not applicable
for more graphs due to the exponential growth of the number of components
as discussed in Section 4.3.4. The empirical runtime of GraphCP is worse than
LowrankTLP even if the theoretical time complexity for computing the gradient
is fast as analyzed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.3: Effectiveness comparison in simulations.
LowrankTLP ApproxLink GraphCP CP
5 nets
AUC 0.990 0.610 0.540 0.549
MAP 0.991 0.679 0.539 0.528
10 nets
AUC 0.942 0.554 0.536 0.520
MAP 0.952 0.672 0.533 0.527
4.4.3 Predicting multi-way associations in scientific publications
We downloaded the DBLP dataset of scientific publication records from AMiner (Ex-
traction and Mining of Academic Social Networks) [76]. We built three graphs: Author
× Author graph G(1) = (V (1), E(1)), Paper × Paper graph G(2) = (V (2, E(2)) and Venue
× Venue graph G(3) = (V (3), E(3)). In G(1), the edge weight is the count of papers that
both authors have co-authored; in G(2), the edge weight is the number of times both
papers were cited by another paper; and in G(3), the edge weight is calculated using
Jaccard similarity between the vectors of the two venues whose dimensions are a bag of
citations. After filtering the nodes with zero and low degrees in each graph, we finally
obtained |V (1)| = 13,823 and |E(1)| = 266,222; |V (2)| = 11,372 and |E(2)| = 4,309,772;
|V (3)| = 10,167 and |E(3)| = 46,557,116, similar to the dataset used in [27]. Given the
natural relationship that a paper is written by an author, and published in a specific
venue, we built 1) the initial tensor Y0 with 12,066 positive multi-way associations in the
form (Author, Paper, Venue) for all the tensor-based methods; and 2) a multi-layered
network with three node types for FASCINATE as described in Section 4.4.1.
We first performed 5-fold cross-validation with 3-fold training triples, 1-fold valida-
tion triples to select the best hyperparameters and 1-fold test triples for all the methods,
using the 12,066 positive triples together with the same number of randomly sampled
negative triples. In each training fold of FASCINATE, the cross-layer connections cor-
respond to the validation and test triples were held out. Figure 4.4(A) shows the
performance comparisons with standard deviations on all the 5 test folds. We observed
that LowrankTLP clearly outperforms the baselines in every fold, and the methods uti-
lizing graph information perform consistently better than CP, which does not use graph
information, demonstrating that associations among the tensor entries carried by the
manifolds in the knowledge graphs are leveraged to enhance the prediction performance.
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Figure 4.4: DBLP results.
(A) The performance of 5-fold cross-validation. The average and standard deviation
across the 5 folds are shown. (B) & (C) The performance of using various percentages
of training data. The average and standard deviation are shown for each percentage
across different random samplings.
to test the rest of the positive triples together with the same number of randomly sam-
pled negative triples. The random samplings are repeated 5 times for each percentage.
Using the optimal hyperparameters chosen from the previous 5-fold cross-validation, we
compared the performance of all the methods on various percentages of training/test
data. Figure 4.4(B)&(C) show that LowrankTLP consistently outperforms all the base-
lines in every training percentage. Remarkably, both LowrankTLP and ApproxLink
achieve average AUC ≈ 0.76 and MAP ≈ 0.8 when there are only 0.1% of training data;
LowrankTLP, ApproxLink, TOP and FASCINATE are more robust to sparse input,
comparing with GraphCP which is based on tensor decomposition.
The runtime of all the tensor-based multi-relational learning methods (LowrankTLP,
ApproxLink, TOP and GraphCP) on DBLP dataset is also compared in Table 4.5.
The observation is similar to the simulation where LowrankTLP and ApproxLink are
more efficient than GraphCP and TOP. The efficiency of LowrankTLP and ApproxLink
appears to be in the same scale while ApproxLink is more efficient since the DBLP
tensor is only 3-way.
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Table 4.4: Performance of CT image alignment.
LowrankTLP
k = 10 k = 102 k = 103 k = 104 CPD-form Y0 GraphCP
4 images 0.59 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.61 0.73
5 images 0.67 0.80 0.89 0.89 0.66 0.75
6 images 0.78 0.78 0.84 0.84 0.69 0.78
7 images 0.75 0.73 0.80 0.83 0.72 0.76
4.4.4 Alignment of CT scan images
We obtained a dataset of 134 CT scan images of an anonymized female patient. The
scans were acquired on a Philips Brilliance Big Bore CT Scanner, and each image has 512
× 512 pixels with a slice thickness of 3mm. We used a subset of 26 images which contain
the same set of four segmented regions manually annotated by a radiologist. When
working with CT scan images, the radiologist is interested in matching the segmented
regions across the images. We represent this situation by aligning a set of sampled spots
across the images to detect if they belong to the same type of segmented region. To
construct a graph for each CT image, we first sampled from each segmented region in
each image a number (proportional to the region size) of spots. Then, we calculated
the similarity between the spots using the RBF function: s(xi, xj) = exp(− ||xi−xj ||
2
σ ) if
φ(xi) 6= φ(xj) and otherwise 1, where xi and xj are the coordinates of the two spots;
φ(x) represents the region where the spot x is located; σ = 10 is the width of RBF
function. The bipartite similarity scores between the spots in two different images were
obtained by the color density difference between the spots, calculated using a RBF
function with σ = 10−2. The initial tensor Y0 was then generated in CPD-form using






similarity matrices were generated. In this setting, the number of spots can be different
across the images. Therefore, it is possible that one spot in an image is matched to
more than one spots in another image after the alignment.
The set of query tuples were selected if the color densities between each pair of the
spots in a tuple are all above a threshold. The alignment accuracy was measured by
the top-1 match of each spot. Specifically, for each spot in the first graph, we took the
subtensor of dimension (n− 1) associated with the entry in the first dimension to find
the entry of the highest score in the subtensor. Then, we checked if the features of the
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Figure 4.5: Example of aligning 6 CT scan images.
Each type of segmented region in the images is represented by a different color in the
alignment. The links connect all the pairs of the spots in a 6-tuple with one from each
image to represent one alignment.
aligned spots from all the other images in the maximum entry were the same as the spot
in the first dimension. Table 4.4 shows the comparisons of LowrankTLP and GraphCP,
using CPD-form tensor Y0 as their initialization. With k ≥ 100, LowrankTLP achieves
much higher accuracy than GraphCP in almost all the cases. It is also interesting that
with k = 10, 000, LowrankTLP is able to align 7 images with an accuracy of 0.83, which
means 83% of the spots in the first graph is perfectly matched with a spot from the
same type of segmented region in each of the other 6 images. An example of 6 aligned
images is shown in Figure 4.5. It is clear that the aligned spots are consistent across
the images.
More importantly, to further measure the scalability of LowrankTLP on a larger
number of real graphs, we performed an additional evaluation by aligning 10 and 26
CT scan images. Since it is not computationally feasible to enumerate every entry of
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(A) Alignment of 10 CT scans
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(B) Alignment of 26 CT scans
Figure 4.6: Results of aligning 10 and 26 CT scan images.
The average and standard deviation of the prediction scores of the 104 n-tuples in each
sampling group ordered by the homogeneity score h is shown.
the 10-way tensor and the 26-way tensor, we generated a list of candidate n-tuples for
performance evaluation. Given n images to be aligned, we randomly sampled a list of
n-tuples of spots. The n-tuples were then grouped by their homogeneity score h, where
h is defined as the maximum number of spots that are from the same type of segmented
region in the n-tuple. For example, if there are 3, 4, 10 and 9 spots in a 26-tuple
from the 4 types of regions, respectively, the homogeneity score of this 26-tuple will be
max(3, 4, 10, 9) = 10. Based on the homogeneity score, we generated sampling groups
of varying h to evaluate the alignment of n = 10 and n = 26 images. We expect that
the sampling groups of larger h also receive higher prediction scores on the n-tuples in
the groups. GraphCP is the only baseline that is both applicable and scalable in this
experiment for comparison.
The average and standard deviation of the prediction scores for each sampling group
are shown in Figure 4.6. In the alignment of 10 images shown in Figure 4.6(A), we
observe that LowrankTLP generates a much larger average score for h = 10 compared
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with the sampling groups with h < 10, and the average score decreases consistently and
monotonically as h decreases. GraphCP is also able to identify the group of h = 10
but the variance is large and a flatter tail is observed after h = 6. In the alignment of
26 images shown in Figure 4.6(B), GraphCP completely fails to distinguish the most
significant group h = 26 from the other groups, whereas LowrankTLP maintained the
same clear decreasing trend as h decreases. This comparison implies LowrankTLP is
more applicable to high-order TPG of a large number of graphs in real-world problems.
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the graph hyperparameter α of GraphCP was set to be
very small when the number n of graphs is large.
The runtime of all the tensor-based multi-relational learning methods (LowrankTLP,
ApproxLink, TOP and GraphCP) on the CT scan dataset is also compared in Table
4.5. Note that ApproxLink and TOP are not applicable on this dataset and thus, no
running time is reported in the comparison.
4.4.5 Alignment of PPI Networks
We downloaded the IsoBase dataset [12, 14, 77], containing protein-protein interactions
(PPI) networks for five species: H. sapiens (HS), D. melanogaster (DM), S. cerevisiae
(SC), C. elegans (CE) and M. musculus (MM). The M. musculus network only contains
776 interactions and is dropped from the analysis. After removing proteins with no
association in the PPI networks, there are 10,403, 7,396, 5,524 and 2,995 proteins and
109,822, 49,991, 165,588 and 9,711 interactions in the HS, DM, SC and CE PPI networks,
respectively. The dataset also contains cross-species protein sequence similarities as
BLAST Bit-values for all the pairs of species. Similar to the CT scan experiment,
we generated the input tensor Y0 in CPD-form whose dimensions are matched with the
number of proteins in the corresponding species, by using the pairwise BLAST sequence
similarity scores. In addition, the annotations of the proteins with 37,463 gene ontology
(GO) terms below level five of GO are also provided for evaluation. We generated a set
of query tuples of proteins with high sequence similarity between all the protein pairs
in the tuple. These tuples can then be classified as true multi-way associations if all
the annotated proteins in the tuple share at least one common GO term, and otherwise
false multi-way associations. The experiments were performed using three species (HS,






































































(B) Alignment of HS/DM/SC/CE networks
Figure 4.7: Results of PPI network alignment.
In both (A) and (B), the figure on the left shows the specificity of the detected clusters
containing different number of species, and the figure on the right shows the AUC curves
between consistent and inconsistent query entries by prediction among the clusters re-
ported by BEAMS.
three species and about 163M among four species.
Similar to the post-processing in the evaluation in [71], after applying LowrankTLP
to generate the prediction scores for all the query tuples, the tuples were sorted for a
greedy merge as protein clusters for standard evaluation of PPI network alignment. A
cluster of size n is defined as a set of proteins with at least one protein from each of
the n species. The greedy merge scans the tuples and adds the tuple that only contains
proteins not seen yet as a new cluster. Otherwise, the proteins that are already in some
other clusters are removed from the tuple, and the remaining proteins are added as
a smaller cluster. In the evaluation, the specificity is defined as the ratio between the
number of consistent clusters and the number of annotated clusters, where an annotated
cluster is a cluster in which at least two proteins are associated to at least one GO term,
and a consistent cluster is the one in which all of its annotated proteins share at least
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one GO term. In the left plot in Figure 4.7(A), for both clusters of size 2 and 3,
LowrankTLP performs better than both BEAMS and IsorankN in the alignment of
the three networks. The left plot in Figure 4.7(B) shows that LowrankTLP performed
similarly or slightly worse than BEAMS in every cluster size in the alignment of four
networks. IsorankN is not able to detect any cluster of size 4.
To further compare LowrankTLP with BEAMS, we analyzed the detailed ranking of
the annotated clusters with at least one protein from each species reported by BEAMS.
Specifically, we enumerated all the tuples containing one protein from each species from
each cluster and then applied LowrankTLP to calculate the scores of all the tuples in the
output tensor. We re-ranked these tuples by the scores and annotated them as consistent
or inconsistent multi-way associations by GO annotations. The AUC by their rankings
is shown in the right plots in Figure 4.7. In both the three-network alignment and
the four-network alignment, LowrankTLP ranks the consistent multi-way associations
above the inconsistent multi-way associations with AUC larger than 0.5. Notice that
since we only check the very top of the predictions (those predicted as true multi-way
associations), the AUC is less than 0.5 for BEAMs results.
Table 4.5: Runtime comparison using real datasets.
DBLP CT scan
CPU time (s) AUC CPU time (s) Accuracy
LowrankTLP 799 0.96 13 0.91
GraphCP 3440 0.82 64 0.73
ApproxLink 492 0.88 N/A N/A
TOP 71500 0.72 N/A N/A
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced a new algorithm LowrankTLP to improve the scalabil-
ity and performance of label propagation on tensor product graphs for multi-relational
learning. The theoretical analysis in Chapter 6 will show that the globally optimal solu-
tion of the proposed optimization formulation minimizes an estimating error bound for
recovering the true tensor from the noisy initial tensor for multiple graph alignment, and
will provide the data-dependent transductive Rademacher bound for binary hyperlink
prediction. In the experiments, we demonstrated that LowrankTLP well approximates
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label propagation on the normalized tensor product graph to achieve both the better
scalability and performance. We also demonstrated that LowrankTLP, capable of tak-
ing either a sparse tensor or a CPD-form tensor as input, is a flexible approach to meet
the requirements of multi-relational learning problems in a wide range of applications.
In all the experiments, we also observed that it does not require a huge rank to achieve a
good prediction performance even if the size of a tensor product graph is exponential of
the size of the individual graphs. This observation supports that the direct and efficient
analysis of the entire spectrum of the tensor product graph is a better approach.
Chapter 5




Dissection of complex genomic architectures of heterogeneous cells and how they are
organized spatially in tissue are essential for understanding the molecular and cellular
mechanisms underlying important phenotypes. For example, each tumor is a mix-
ture of different types of proliferating cancerous cells with changing genetic materi-
als [78]. The cancer cell sub-populations co-evolve in the micro-environment formed
around their spatial locations. It is important to understand the cell-cell interactions
and signaling as well as the functioning of each individual cell to develop effective can-
cer treatment and eradicate all cancer clones at their locations [79]. Conventional gene
expression analyses have been limited to low-resolution bulk profiling that measures the
average transcription levels in a population of cells. With single-cell RNA sequencing
(scRNA-seq) [80–82], single cells are isolated with a capture method such as fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS), Fluidigm C1 or microdroplet microfluidics and then the
RNAs are captured, reverse transcribed and amplified for sequencing the RNAs bar-
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Figure 5.1: Spatial regions with failed RNA fixing and permeabilization.
The H&E images are shown on the left, and the heatmaps of the total RNA count at
each spot are shown on the right. The regions with irregularly low RNA count are
annotated by the circles.
the cell heterogeneity in a tissue sample, it does not provide the spatial information of
the isolated cells. To map cell localization, earlier in-situ hybridization methods such as
FISH [85], FISSEQ [86], smFISH [87] and MERFISH [88] were developed to profile up
to a thousand targeted genes in pre-constructed references with single-molecule RNA
imaging. Based on in-situ capturing technologies, more recent spatial transcriptomics
RNA sequencing (sptRNA-seq) [89–92] combines positional barcoded arrays and RNA
sequencing with single-cell imaging to spatially resolve RNA expressions in each mea-
sured spot in the spatial array [89,93–95]. These new technologies have transformed the
transcriptome analysis into a new paradigm for connecting single-cell molecular profiling
to tissue micro-environment and the dynamics of a tissue region [96–98].
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With in-situ capturing technology, RNAs are captured and sequenced in the spots
on the spatial genomic array aligned to the locations on the tissue. For example, spa-
tial transcriptomics technology based on 10x Genomics Visium kit reports the number
of copies of RNAs by counting unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) in the read-pairs
mapped to each gene [99]. There are still significant technical difficulties. First, in-situ
capturing has a low RNA capture efficiency. The earlier spatial transcriptomics tech-
nology’s detection efficiency is as low as 6.9% and 10x Genomics Visium has only a
slightly improved efficiency [100]. In addition, the sample preparation requires highly
specific handling of tissue sections. The spots in some tissue regions might entirely fail
to fix and permeabilize RNAs due to various possible issues in preparing tissue sections.
A few examples of such regions are shown in Figure 5.1. Thus, sptRNA-seq data often
only provides an incomplete profiling of the gene expressions over the spatial regions
of the tissue. Similarly, in scRNA-seq data analysis, the missing gene expressions are
called dropout events, which refer to the false quantification of a gene as unexpressed
due to the failure in amplifying the transcripts during reverse-transcription [101]. It
has been shown in previous studies on scRNA-seq data that normalizations will not
address the dropout effects [20,99]. In the literature, many imputation methods such as
Zero-inflated factor analysis (ZIFA) [19], Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial-based Wanted
Variation Extraction (ZINB-WaVE) [21] and BISCUIT [20] have been developed to im-
pute scRNA-seq. While these methods are also applicable to impute the spatial gene
expressions, they ignore a unique characteristic of sptRNA-seq data, which is the spa-
tial information among the gene expressions in the spatial array, and do not fully take
advantage of the functional relations among genes for more reliable joint imputation.
To provide a more suitable method for imputation of spatially-resolved gene ex-
pressions, we introduce FIST: Fast Imputation of Spatially-Resolved Transcriptomes by
Graph Regularized Tensor Completion. FIST is a tensor completion model regularized
by a product graph as illustrated in Figure 5.2. FIST models sptRNA-seq data as a
3-way sparse tensor in genes (p-mode) and the (x, y) spatial coordinates (x-mode and
y-mode) of the observed gene expressions (Figure 5.2(A)). As shown in Figure 5.2(B), a
protein-protein interaction network models the interactions between pairs of genes in the
gene mode, and the spatial graph is modeled by a product graph of two chain graphs
for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid to capture the spatial relations
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(B) Tensor completion guided by 
Cartesian product of three graphs
(A) Sparse spatial gene 
expression tensor 
(C) Imputed spatial gene 
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Fig 1. Imputation of Spatial Transcriptomes by graph-regularized tensor completion.
(A) The input sptRNAseq data is modeled by a 3-way sparse tensor in genes (p-mode)
and the (x, y) spatial coordinates (x-mode and y-mode) of the observed gene expressions.
H&E image is also shown to visualize the cell morphologies aligned to the spots. (B) A
protein-protein interaction network and a spatial graph are integrated as a tensor-product
graph for tensor completion. The spatial graph is also a product graph of two chain
graph for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid.(C) After the imputation,
the CP-form of the complete tensor can be used to impute any missing gene expressions,
e.g. the entry (k, j, i) can be reconstructed as the sum of the element-wise multiplications
of the three components [Âp]k,:, [Ây]j,: and [Âx]i,:.
expressions, we introduce FIST, Fast Imputation of Spatially-resolved transcriptomes by 44
graph-regularized Tensor completion. FIST is tensor completion model regularized by a 45
product graph as illustrated in Figure 1. FIST models sptRNAseq data as a 3-way 46
sparse tensor in genes (p-mode) and the (x, y) spatial coordinates (x-mode and y-mode) 47
of the observed gene expressions (Figure 1(A)). As shown in Figure 1(B), a 48
protein-protein interaction network models the interactions between pairs of genes in 49
the gene mode, and the spatial graph is modeled by a product graph of two chain graph 50
for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid to capture the spatial relations 51
among the (x, y) spots. The tensor product of the two graphs with prior knowledge of 52
gene functions and the spatial relations among the capture spots are then introduced as 53
a regularization of tensor completion to obtain the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) 54
form of the tensor. The imputation of the unobserved entries can then be derived by 55
reconstructing the entries in the completed tensor shown in Figure 1(C). In the 56
experiments, we comprehensively evaluated FIST on ten 10xgenomics Visium spatial 57
genomics datasets by comparison with widely used methods for single-cell RNA 58
sequencing data imputation. We also analyzed a mouse kidney dataset with more 59
functional interpretation of the gene clusters obtained by the imputed gene expressions. 60
Materials and methods 61
In this section, we first describe the task of spatial gene imputation in Section . We 62
next mathematically model the task as a graph-regularized tensor completion problem 63
in Section . Finally, we present a fast iterative algorithm FIST in Section to solve the 64
problem. We also provide the convergence analysis of proposed algorithm in Appendix. 65
The notations which will be used for the derivations in the forthcoming sections are 66
summarized in Table 1. 67
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(B) Cartesian Product Graph Regularized 
Tensor Completion





































Fig 1. Imputation of Spatial Transcriptomes by graph-regularized tensor completion.
(A) The input sptRNAseq data is modeled by a 3-way sparse tensor in genes (p-mode)
and the (x, y) spatial coordinates (x-mode and y-mode) of the observed gene expressions.
H&E image is also shown to visualize the cell morphologies aligned to the spots. (B) A
protein-protein interaction network and a spatial graph are integrated as a tensor-product
graph for tensor completion. The spatial graph is also a product graph of two chain
graph for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid.(C) After the imputation,
the CP-form of the complete tensor can be used to impute any missing gene expressions,
e.g. the entry (k, j, i) can be reconstructed as the sum of the element-wise multiplications
of the three components [Âp]k,:, [Ây]j,: and [Âx]i,:.
expressions, we introduce FIST, Fast Imputation of Spatially-resolved transcriptomes by 44
graph-regularized Tensor completion. FIST is tensor completion model regularized by a 45
product graph as illustrated in Figure 1. FIST models sptRNAseq data as a 3-way 46
sparse tensor in genes (p-mode) and the (x, y) sp tial coordinates (x-mod and y-mode) 47
of the observed gene xpressions (Figure 1(A)). As sh wn in Figure 1(B), a 48
protein-protei interaction network models the teractions between pairs of genes in 49
the gene m de, and the spa ial g aph is modeled by a product graph of two chain graph 50
for columns (x-mode) and rows (y- o e) in the grid to captur the spatia relations 51
among the (x, y) spots. The tensor product of the two graphs with prior knowledge of 52
gene functions and the spatial relations among the capture spots are then introduced as 53
a regularization of tensor completion to obtain the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) 54
form f the te sor. The imputation of the unobserved entries can then be derived by 55
reconstructing th entries in the completed tensor shown in Figure 1(C). In the 56
experiments, we comprehensively evaluated FIST on ten 10xgenomics Vi ium spatial 57
genomics datas ts by comparison with widely used methods for single-c ll RNA 58
sequencing ata imputation. We also analyzed a mouse kidney dataset with more 59
functional interpretation of the gene clusters obtained by the imputed gene expressions. 60
Materials and methods 61
In this section, we first describe the task of spatial gene imputation in Section . We 62
next mathematically model the task as a graph-regularized tensor completion problem 63
in Section . Finally, we present a fast iterative algorithm FIST in S ction to solve the 64
problem. We also provide the convergence a alysis f proposed algorithm in Appendix. 65
The notations which will be used for th derivati s i the forthcoming ections are 66
su marized in Table 1. 67
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Fig 1. Imputation of Spatial Transcriptomes by graph-regularized tensor completion.
(A) The input sptRNAseq data is modeled by a 3-way sparse tensor in genes (p-mode)
and the (x, y) spatial coordinates (x-mode and y-mode) of the observed gene expressions.
H&E image is also shown to visualize the cell morphologies aligned to the spots. (B) A
protein-protein interaction network and a spatial graph are integrated as a tensor-product
graph for tensor completion. The spatial graph is also a product graph of two chain
graph for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid.(C) After the imputation,
the CP-form of the complete ensor can be used to impute any missing gene expres ions,
e.g. the entry (k, j, i) can b reco st ucted as the sum of the element-wise multiplications
of the three components [Âp]k,:, [Ây]j,: a d [Âx]i,:.
expressions, we int oduc FIST, Fast Imputation of Spatially-resolved transcriptomes by 44
graph-regulariz d T ns r completion. FIST is tensor completion model regulariz d by 45
product graph as illustrated in Figure 1. FIST models sptRNAseq data as a 3-way 46
sparse tensor in gen s (p-mod ) and the (x, y) sp tial coordinates (x-mode and y-mode) 47
of the observed gene expressions (Figure 1(A)). As shown in Figure 1(B), a 48
protein-protein interaction network models the interactions between pairs of genes in 49
the gene mode, and the spatial graph is modeled by a product graph of two chain graph 50
for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid to capture the spatial relations 51
among the (x, y) spots. The t ns r pr duct of the two graphs with prior knowledge of 52
gene functions and the spatial relations among the capture spots are then introduced as 53
a regularization of tensor completion to obtain the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) 54
form of the tensor. The imputation of the unobserved entries can then be derived by 55
reconstructing the entries in the completed tensor shown in Figure 1(C). In the 56
experiments, we comprehensively evaluated FIST on ten 10xgenomics Visium spatial 57
genomics datasets by comparison with widely used methods for single-cell RNA 58
sequencing data imputation. We also analyzed a mouse kidney dataset with more 59
functional interpretation of the gene clusters obtained by the imputed gene expressions. 60
Materials and methods 61
In this section, we first describe the task of spatial gene i putation in Section . We 62
next mathematically model the task as a graph-regularized tensor completion problem 63
in Section . Finally, we present a fast iterative algorithm FIST in Section to solve the 64
problem. We also provide the convergence analysis of proposed algorithm in Appendix. 65
The notations which will be used for the derivations in the forthcoming sections are 66
summarized in Table 1. 67
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matrix
Figure 5.2: Tensor-based imputation of the sp tial tran criptomes.
(A) The input sptRNA-seq data is modeled by a 3-way sparse tens r in genes (p-
mode) and the (x, y) spatial coordinates (x-mode and y-mode) of he observed g ne
expressions. H&E image is also shown to visualize the cell orphologies aligned to the
spots. (B) A protein-protein interaction network and a spatial graph are integrated as
a product graph for tensor completion. The spatial graph is also a product graph of
two chain graphs for columns (x-mode) and rows (y-mode) in the grid.(C) After the
imputation, the CPD-form of the complete tensor c n be used to impute any missing
gene expressions, e.g. the entry (k, j, i) can be reconstructed as the sum of the element-
wise multiplications of the three components [Âp]k,:, [Ây]j,: and [Âx]i,:.
among the (x, y) spots. The Cartesian product of these graphs with prior knowledge of
gene functions and the spatial relations among the capture spots are then introduced
as a regularization of tensor completion to obtain the canonical polyadic decomposition
(CPD) of the tensor. The imputation of the unobserved entries can then be derived
by reconstructing the entries in the completed tensor shown in Figure 5.2(C). In the
experiments, we comprehensively evaluated FIST on ten 10x Genomics Visium spatial
genomics datasets by comparison with widely used methods for single-cell RNA sequenc-
ing data imputation. We also analyzed a mouse kidney dataset with more functional
interpretation of the gene clusters obtained by the imputed gene expressions to detect
highly relevant functions in the clusters expressed in three kidney tissue regions, cortex,
outer stripe of the outer medulla (OSOM) and inner stripe of the outer medulla (ISOM).
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5.2 Methods
In this section, we first describe the task of spatial gene expression imputation, and
next propose to solve the task of spatial gene expression imputation using the graph-
regularized tensor completion model described in Section 2.3. We then present a fast
iterative algorithm FIST to solve the optimization problem defined to optimize the
model. We also provide the convergence analysis of proposed algorithm in Section 6.3.
The notations which will be used for the derivations in the forthcoming sections are
summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Notations of the sptRNA-seq data.
Notation Definition
Gx, Gy Spatial chain graphs of (x, y) coordinates
Gp Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network
nx, ny, np Number of nodes in Gx, Gy, Gp
Wx ∈ Rnx×nx[0,1] ,Wy ∈ R
ny×ny
[0,1] ,Wp ∈ R
np×np
[0,1] Adjacency matrix of Gx, Gy, Gp
Lx ∈ Rnx×nx , Ly ∈ Rny×ny , Lp ∈ Rnp×np Graph Laplacian of Gx, Gy, Gp
G(x, y, p) Cartesian product of Gx, Gy, Gp
W(x, y, p) ∈ Rnxnynp×nxnynp[0,1] Adjacency matrix of G(x, y, p)
L(x, y, p) ∈ Rnxnynp×nxnynp Graph Laplacian of G(x, y, p)
T ∈ Rnp×ny×nx+ Incomplete spatial gene expression tensor
T̂ ∈ Rnp×ny×nx+ Complete spatial gene expression tensor
M∈ Rnp×ny×nx[0,1] Binary mask tensor
Âx ∈ Rnx×r+ , Ây ∈ R
ny×r
+ , Âp ∈ R
np×r
+ CPD component matrices of T̂
vec(T ) ∈ Rnxnynp×1 Rearrange T to be a vector
5.2.1 Imputation of spatial gene expressions by tensor modeling
Let T ∈ Rnp×ny×nx+ be the 3-way sparse tensor of the observed spatial gene expression
data as show in Figure 5.2(A), with the missing gene expressions represented as zeros,
where np denotes the total number of genes, nx and ny denote the dimensions of the
x and y spatial coordinates of the spatial transcriptomics array. Our goal is to learn a
complete spatial gene expression tensor T̂ ∈ Rnp×ny×nx+ from T as illustrated in Figure
5.2(C). The advantage of the tensor representation is to incorporate the 2-D spatial
x-mode and y-mode such that the grid structure is preserved within the columns and
the rows of the spatial array in the tensor, which contains useful spatial information.
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We propose to model the task of spatial gene expression imputation as a tensor
completion problem, which can be solved by the graph-regularized tensor decomposition
method describe in Section 2.3. The key ideas of modeling the task of spatial gene
expression imputation are i) the inferred complete spatial gene expression tensor T̂ is
regularized to integrate the spatial arrangements of the spots in the tissue array and
the functional relations among the genes; ii) the observed part in T is also required
to be preserved in T̂ as the completion task requires; and iii) the inferred tensor T
is compressed as the CPD-form T̂ = JÂp, Ây, ÂxK for space and time efficiencies. The
novel optimization formulation is shown below in Proposition 5.2.1.
Proposition 5.2.1. The complete spatial gene expression tensor T̂ ∈ Rnp×ny×nx can





||M~ (T − T̂ )||2F +
λ
2
vec(T̂ )TL(x, y, p)vec(T̂ )
subject to T̂ = JÂp, Ây, ÂxK
Âp ≥ 0, Âx ≥ 0, Ây ≥ 0.
(5.1)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a model hyperparameter, and ||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm of a
tensor.
The optimization problem in Equation (5.1) is in the same form as the Equation
(2.1), except that the component matrices Âp, Ây, and Âx are required to be non-
negative to guarantee the imputed gene expression tensor T̂ is non-negative. We use
the Laplacian L(x, y, p) of the Cartesian product graph (described in Section 2.2) to
regularize the tensor T̂ .
• Cartesian product graph regularization
Two useful assumptions to introduce prior knowledge for inferring the tensor are
1) the spatially adjacent spots should share similar gene expressions, and 2) the
expressions of two genes are likely highly correlated if they share similar gene func-
tions [102, 103]. We introduce a spatial graph and a protein-protein interaction
(PPI) network into the model.
We first encode the spatial information in two undirected unweighted chain graphs
Gx = (Vx, Ex) and Gy = (Vy, Ey). There are |Vx| = nx nodes in Gx where nx is
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the number of the spatial coordinates along the x-axis of the spatial array. Two
nodes in Gx are connected by an edge if they are adjacent along the x-axis. The
connections in Gy can be similarly defined to encode the y-coordinates of the
tissue.
We also incorporate the topological information of a PPI network download from
BioGRID 3.5 [30] to use the functional modules in the PPI network. We denote
the PPI network as Gp = (Vp, Ep) which contains |Ep| experimentally documented
physical interactions among the |Vp| = np proteins. We then use the Cartesian
product G(x, y, p) = (V,E) of the three individual graphs Gx, Gy and Gp to
regularize the elements in T̂ , where |V | = nxnynp.
By introducing the term vec(T̂ )TL(x, y, p)vec(T̂ ) in Equation (5.1), the inferred
gene expression values in T̂ are ensured to be smooth over the manifolds of the
product graph G(x, y, p), such that a pair of tensor entries T̂ap,ay ,ax and T̂bp,by ,bx
share similar values if the (ax, ay, ap)-th and (bx, by, bp)-th nodes are connected in
G(x, y, p). A connection implies that the x-coordinate ax and bx is adjacent or
y-coordinate ay and by is adjacent or gene ap and gene bp are connected in the PPI,
with the two other dimensions fixed. Using Cartesian product graph is a more
conservative strategy to connect multi-way associations in a high-order graph as
we have shown in Chapter 3, since only replacing one of the dimensions by the
immediate neighbors is allowed to create connections. Note that it also possible
to use tensor product graph or strong product graph, but there could be too many
connections to provide meaningful connectivity in the product graph for helpful
regularization.
It is known that genes’ connectivities in PPI network correlate with their co-
expressions. We justified this hypothesis on the spatial transcriptomics data
by examining the relation between the connectivity in PPI network and the co-
expression in spatial locations among the genes in the 10 different 10x Genomics
Visium spatial genomics datasets used in this study. The results of this analysis
are shown in Figure 5.3. We observed higher co-expressions between the genes
that are connected with less hops in the PPI, which supports our assumptions.
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5.2.2 FIST Algorithm
In this section, we propose an efficient iterative algorithm Fast Imputation of Spatially-
Resolved Transcriptomes by Graph Regularized Tensor Completion (FIST) to find its
local optimal solution using the multiplicative updating rule [47], based on derivatives
of Âp, Ây and Âx. Without loss of generality, we only show the derivations with respect
to Âp, and provide the FIST algorithm in Algorithm 5.1.
We first bring the equality constraint T̂ = JÂp, Ây, ÂxK in Equation (5.1) into the
objective function, and rewrite the objective function as








vec(JÂp, Ây, ÂxK)TL(x, y, p)vec(JÂp, Ây, ÂxK)
The partial derivative of J1 with respect to Âp can be computed as
∂J1
∂Âp
= (M(1) ~ T̂(1) −M(1) ~ T(1))(Âx  Ây). (5.3)
Note that the term M(1) ~ T̂(1) in Equation (5.3) implies we only need to compute
the entries in T̂ which correspond to the non-zero entries (indices of the observed gene
expression) in M. The rest of the computation in Equation (5.3) involves the well-
known MTTKRP (matricized tensor times Khatri-Rao product) [70] operation, which
is in the form of X(1)(Âx Ây), and can be computed in O(r|X |) if X is a sparse tensor
with |X | nonzeros, and Âx and Ây have r columns. Thus, the overall time complexity
of computing Equation (5.3) is O(r|M|).
Following the derivations in Section 3.2.2, we obtain the partial derivatives of the
second term J2 as
∂J2
∂Âp
= Âp(Φx ~ Θy + Φy ~ Θx) + LpÂp(Φx ~ Φy), (5.4)
where Φi = Â
T
i Âi, and Θi = Â
T
i LiÂi, for all i ∈ {x, y, p}. It is not hard to show that
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i WiÂi, for all i ∈ {x, y, p}. According to Equation


















where [Âp]a,b denotes the (a, b)-th element in matrix Âp. Similarly, we can derive the

































We then propose an efficient iterative algorithm FIST in Algorithm 5.1 to find the
local optimum of the proposed graph regularized tensor completion problem with time
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complexity O(r|M| +∑i∈{x,y,p}(r2ni + rn2i )). FIST takes the incomplete spatial gene
expression tensor T , PPI network and spatial chain graphs as input, and outputs the
inferred CPD representation of the complete spatial gene expression tensor T̂ , via solving
the optimization problem defined in Proposition 5.2.1 with the multiplicative updating
rule (line 4-6 in Algorithm 5.1) based on the tensor calculus in Equations (5.6)-(5.9).
With the efficient tensor computation in Equations (5.6)-(5.9), the algorithm can avoid
computing the full Cartesian product graph and tensors, and break down the calculus
into the computation on the individual graphs and the sparse tensors. Therefore, FIST
is proven to be a scalable method, which only requires the space O(|T | + |M|) to
store the sparse tensors, O(
∑
i∈{x,y,p} |Ei|) to store the graphs, and O(
∑
i∈{x,y,p} rni)
to store the component matrices. Thus, the overall space complexity is O(|T |+ |M|+∑
i∈{x,y,p}(|Ei|+ rni)). The theoretical convergence analysis of FIST is given in Section
6.3.
Algorithm 5.1: FIST: Fast Imputation of Spatially-Resolved Transcriptomes
by Graph Regularized Tensor Completion
Data: 1) spatial gene expression tensor T ∈ Rnp×ny×nx+ , 2) binary mask tensor
M∈ Rnp×ny×nx[0,1] which indicates the observed part in T , 3)
protein-protein interaction (PPI) network Gp and 4) hyper parameter λ.
Result: The low-rank matrices Âp, Ây and Âx, which form the CPD
representation of the inferred spatial gene expression tensor
T̂ = JÂp, Ây, ÂxK ∈ Rnp×ny×nx+ .
1 Construct the spatial chain graphs Gx and Gy as described in the text.
2 Randomly initialize Âp ∈ Rnp×r+ , Ây ∈ R
ny×r
+ and Âx ∈ Rnx×r+ as non-negative
matrices.
3 while not converge do
4 update Âp by Equation (5.10).
5 update Ây by Equation (5.11).




In the experiments, we first summarize the baseline methods for performance compar-
isons in section 5.3.1, and describe the data preparation and performance measures in
Section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. Then, we evaluate the accuracy of FIST and baseline methods
for the imputation of sptRNA-seq data with three different metrics in Section 5.3.4, and
study the role of Cartesian product graph in Section 5.3.5. Next, in Section 5.3.6, we
analyze the imputed spatial gene expressions in the Mouse Kidney Section dataset to
show several interesting gene clusters revealing functional characteristics of the three
tissue regions, corex, OSOM and ISOM. Finally, in Section 5.3.7. we apply FIST to an
additional dataset to demonstrate its broad applicability.
5.3.1 Baseline methods and implementations
To benchmark the performance of FIST, we compared it with three matrix factorization
(MF)-based methods (with graph regularizations) and a nearest neighbors (NN)-based
method, which have been applied to impute various types of biological data including
the imputation of dropouts in single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data. Note that
NMF-based methods have been shown to be effective for learning latent features and
clustering of high-dimension sparse genomic data [104].
• ZIFA: Zero-inflated factor analysis (ZIFA) [19] factorizes the single cell expression
data Y ∈ RN×D where N and D denote the number of single cells and genes
respectively, into a factor loading matrix A ∈ RK×D and a matrix Z ∈ RN×K
which spans the latent low-dimensional space where dropouts can happen with a
probability specified by an exponential decay associated with the expression levels.
The imputed matrix can be computed as Ŷ = ZA + µ, where µ ∈ R1×D is the
latent mean vector.
• REMAP: Since ZIFA is a probabilistic MF model which does not utilize the spa-
tial and gene networks, we therefore also compare with REMAP [32], which was
developed to impute the missing chemical-protein associations for the identifica-
tion of the genome-wide off-targets of chemical compounds. REMAP factorizes
the incomplete chemical-protein interactions matrix into the chemical and protein
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low-rank matrices, which are regularized by the compound similarity graph and
protein sequence similarity (NCBI BLAST [105]) graph respectively.
• GWNMF: Both ZIFA and REMAP are only applicable to the spot-by-gene ma-
trix which is a flatten of a input tensor T . Such flattening process assumes the
spots are independent from each other, and thus loses the spatial information. To
keep the spatial arrangements, we also apply MF to each nx×ny slice in tensor T .
Specially, we adopt the graph regularized weighted NMF (GWNMF) [39] method
to impute each nx×ny gene slice. We let GWNMF use the same x-axis and y-axis
graphs Gx and Gy as described in the previous section to regularize the MF.
• Spatial-NN: It has been observed that in sparse high-dimensional scRNA-seq
data, constructing a nearest neighbor (NN) graph among cells can produce more
robust clusters in the presence of dropouts because of taking into account the
surrounding neighbor cells [106]. Such rationale has be considered in the clustering
methods such as Seurat [107] and shared nearest neighbors (SNN)-Cliq [106], and
can also be adopted to impute the spatial gene expression data. We introduce a
SNN-based baseline Spatial-NN using neighbor averaging to compare with FIST.
Specifically, to impute the missing expression of a target spot, Spatial-NN first
searches its spatially nearest spots with observed gene expressions, then assign
their average gene expression to the target spot.
We used the provided Python package1 to experiment with ZIFA, and the pro-
vided MATLAB package2 to experiment with REMAP. To apply both methods, we
rearranged the data tensor T ∈ Rnp×ny×nx to a matrix T ∈ RN×np , where N = nxny
denotes the total number of spots. The spatial graph of REMAP is constructed by con-
necting two spots if they are spatially adjacent. REMAP adopts the same PPI network
as the gene graph Gp as used by FIST. We used MATLAB to implement GWNMF and
Spatial-NN ourselves to impute each gene slice Ti ∈ Rnx×ny in T . In the comparisons,
the graph hyperparameter λ of FIST is selected from {0, 0.01, 0.1, 1}. The graph hy-
perparameters of REMAP and GWNMF are set by searching the grids from {0.1, 0.5,




Table 5.2: Spatial transcriptome datasets from 10x Genomics.
Dataset Tissue section Tensor dimensions Density
HBA1 Human Breast Cancer (Block A Section 1) 13, 426× 60× 77 0.093
HBA2 Human Breast Cancer (Block A Section 2) 13, 470× 58× 75 0.100
HH Human Heart 7, 487× 63× 70 0.049
HLN Human Lymph Node 12, 368× 61× 78 0.088
MKC Mouse Kidney Section (Coronal) 12, 264× 41× 56 0.103
MBC Mouse Brain Section (Coronal) 13, 570× 49× 74 0.110
MB1P Mouse Brain Serial Section 1 (Sagittal-Posterior) 15, 404× 62× 67 0.115
MB2P Mouse Brain Serial Section 2 (Sagittal-Posterior) 12, 497× 63× 65 0.077
MB1A Mouse Brain Serial Section 1 (Sagittal-Anterior) 12, 658× 59× 66 0.105
MB2A Mouse Brain Serial Section 2 (Sagittal-Anterior) 12, 295× 63× 66 0.082
that different methods use different scales of graph hyperparameters since the gradients
of their variables with respective to the regularization terms are in different scales. The
optimal hyper-parameters are selected by the validation set for each method. For FIST,
REMAP and GWNMF, we applied PCA on matrix T ∈ RN×np to determine the rank
r ∈ [200, 300] of the low-rank component matrices, such that at least 60% of the variance
is accounted for by the top-r PCA components of T . The latent dimension K of ZIFA
is set to 10 since it is time consuming to run ZIFA with a larger K. We also observed
that increasing K from 10 to 50 does not show clear improvement on the imputation
accuracy.
5.3.2 Preparation of spatial gene expression datasets
We downloaded the spatial transcriptomic datasets from 10x Genomics3 , which is a
collection of spatial gene expressions in 10 different tissue sections from mouse brain,
mouse kidney, human breast cancer, human heart and human lymph node as listed
in Table 5.2. All the sptRNA-seq datasets were collected with 10x Genomics Visium
Spatial protocol (v1 chemistry) [91] to profile each tissue section with a high density
hexagonal array with 4,992 spots to achieve a resolution of 55 µm (1-10 cells per spot).
To fit a tensor model on the spatial gene expression datasets, we organized each of the
10 datasets into a 3-way tensor T ∈ Rnp×ny×nx , where the (i, j, k)-th entry in T is the
UMI count of the i-th gene at the (k, j)-th coordinate in the array. Note that the spots
3 https://support.10xgenomics.com/spatial-gene-expression/datasets/
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Figure 5.3: PPI co-expression analysis.
The Pearson correlation coefficients between expression values of k-hop gene pairs from
PPI network are shown as box plots.
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are arranged in a perfect grid in earlier spatial transcriptomic arrays and the rows and
columns in the grid can be used directly as the coordinates (nx,ny). In the Visium array
slide, the spots are arranged in a hivegrid. To map the spatial coordinates (nx,ny), we
shifted the odd-numbered rows by a half of a spot for a convenient arrangement of
the spots in the tensor without loss of generality. We set the entries in T to zeros if
their UMI counts is lower than 3. We then removed the genes with no UMI counts
across the spots, and removed the empty spots in the boundaries of the four sides in the
H&E staining from T . The log-transformation is finally applied to every entry of T as
Ti,j,k ← log(1+Ti,j,k). The sizes and densities of the 10 different spatial gene expression
tensors after prepossessing are summarized in Table 5.2. Finally, we downloaded the
full Homo sapiens and Mus musculus protein-protein interactions (PPI) networks from
BioGRID 3.5 [30] as the gene network Gp to match with the genes in each dataset.
5.3.3 Evaluations and performance measures
We applied 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance of imputing spatial gene
expressions by spatial spots or genes as follows:
• Spot-wise evaluation: We chose 4-fold of the non-empty spatial spots for train-
ing and validation, and held out the rest 1-fold non-empty spatial spots as test
data. When evaluating the expressions T:,j,k ∈ Rnp×1 in the (k, j)-th spatial spot,
we set the vectors T:,j,k and M:,j,k in the input tensor T and mask tensor M
to zeros to indicate that the expressions in this spot are unobserved; next, we
use the learned low-rank matrices Âp, Ây and Âx to construct the predicted gene
expressions T̂:,j,k.
• Gene-wise evaluation: For each gene, we chose 4-fold of its observed expressions
(nonzeros in T ) for training and validation, and held out the rest 1-fold observed
expressions as test data. When evaluating the 1-fold expressions in the i-th gene
Ti,:,: ∈ Rny×nx , we set the corresponding entries in Ti,:,: and Mi,:,: in the input
tensor T and mask tensor M to zeros, to indicate the expressions in this fold
are unobserved; next, we use the learned low-rank matrices Âp, Ây and Âx to







































































Figure 5.4: Spot-wise cross-validation on 10x Genomics data.
The performances of the four compared methods on the 10 tissue sections are measured
by 5-fold cross-validation. Each bar shows the mean of the imputation performance of
one method on all the spatial spots. The result on each of the 10 datasets is shown in






































































Figure 5.5: Gene-wise cross-validation on 10x Genomics data.
The performances of the five compared methods on the 10 tissue sections are measured
by 5-fold cross-validation. Each error bar shows the mean and variance of the imputation
performance for one method on all the genes. The result on each of the 10 datasets is
shown in one vertical column separated by dashed lines.
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The hyper-parameter λ is optimized by the validation set for FIST and baseline
methods. Denoting vectors t ∈ Rn×1 and t̂ ∈ Rn×1 as the true and predicted expressions
in the held-out spatial spot T:,j,k or the held-out entries in gene Ti,:,:, the imputation
performance is evaluated by the following three metrics,
• MAE (mean absolute error) = 1n(
∑n
i=1 |ti − t̂i|),
• MAPE (mean absolute percentage error) = 1n(
∑n
i=1 | ti−t̂iti |),
• R2 (coefficient of determination) = 1− (∑ni=1(ti − t̂i)2)(∑ni=1(ti − ∑nj=1 tjn )2)−1.
We expect a method to achieve smaller MAE and MAPE and larger R2 for better
performance.
5.3.4 FIST significantly improves the accuracy of imputation
The performances of FIST and the baseline methods except for ZIFA in the spot-wise
evaluation are compared in Figure 5.4. ZIFA was excluded from this spot-wise evaluation
as it does not allow empty rows (spots) in the implementation of its package, and thus
is not applicable to the prediction of the held-out test spots. The average performances
of all the spatial spots using each of the 10 sptRNA-seq datasets are shown as bar
plots. FIST consistently outperforms all the baselines with lower MAE and MAPE, and
larger R2 in all the 10 datasets. The performances of FIST and the baseline methods
in the gene-wise evaluation are compared in Figure 5.5. The average and standard
deviation of the prediction performances across all the genes are shown as error bar
plots in Figure 5.5. Similar to the spot-wise evaluation, FIST clearly outperforms all
the baselines with more robust performances across all the genes, as the variances in
all the three evaluation metrics are also lower than the other compared methods. The
observations suggest that FIST indeed performs better than the other methods in the
imputation accuracy informed by the spatial information in the tensor model. It is also
noteworthy that GWNMF, the MF method regularized by the spatial graph applied
to each individual gene slice in tensor T , outperforms the other baselines in almost all
the datasets. This observation further confirms that the spatial patterns maintained in
each gene slice is informative for the imputation task. It is clear that FIST outperforms
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GWNMF with better use of the spatial information coupled with the functional modules



















































































































































Figure 5.6: Analysis of CPG regularization in spot-wise evaluation.
The plots show the imputation performance of FIST on the ten 10x Genomics datasets
with varying network hyper-parameters in {0, 0.1, 1} by MAE, MAPE and R2.
5.3.5 Cartesian product graph regularization plays a significant role
To demonstrate that the Cartesian product graph regularization in FIST significantly
improves the imputation accuracy, we showed in Figure 5.6 the performance of FIST
in each of the 10 datasets by varying the graph hyper-parameter λ in the spot-wise
evaluation. By increasing λ from 0 to 0.1 to put more belief on the graph information,
we observe an appreciable reduction on the MAE and MAPE, and increase on R2 across
all the 10 datasets. The observation strongly suggests that the predictions by FIST are
improved by leveraging the information carried in the CPG topology, and the belief
on the graph information can be effectively optimized by using a validation set in the
cross-validation strategy.
To further understand the associations between the CPG regularization and char-
acteristics of the expressions of the genes, we analyzed the genes that are benefiting
most from the regularization by the CPG in the gene-wise evaluation. In particular,
in the grid search of the optimal λ weight on the CPG regularization term by the vali-
dation set, we count the percentage of the genes with optimal λ = 0.01 rather than 0,
81















































































FIST with original CPG
FIST with permuted CPG
(A) Imputation performance by density (B) Graph permutation test
Figure 5.7: Analysis of CPG regularization in gene-wise evaluation.
(A) The percentages of genes benefit from the CPG are plotted by their densities in
four different ranges. Each colored line represents one of the 10 datasets. (B) The total
reduction of MAE using the original and permuted graphs are compared across the 10
tissue sections.
which means completely ignore the regularization. To correlate the improved imputa-
tions with the sparsity of the gene expressions, we divided all the genes into 4 equally
partitioned groups (L1-4) ordered by their densities in the sptRNA-seq data, where L1
and L4 contain the sparsest and the densest gene slices, respectively. For each of the
four density levels, we count the percentage of gene slices that benefit from the CPG
regularization and plot the results in Figure 5.7(A). In the plots, there is a clear trend
that the sparser a gene slice, the more likely it benefits from the CPG regularization
in all the 10 datasets. In the densest L4 group, as low as 20% of the genes can benefit
from the CPG regularization versus more than 50% in the sparest L1 group. This is
understandable that there is less training information available for sparsely expressed
genes (with more dropouts) and the spatial and functional information in the CPG can
play a more important role in the imputation by seeking information from the gene’s
spatial neighbors or the functional neighbors in the PPI network. This observation is
also consistent with the fact that the performance of tensor completion tends to degrade
severely when only a very small fraction of entries are observed [22,108], and therefore
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those sparser gene slices tend to benefit more from the side information carried in the
CPG.
We also compared the performance of FIST using the CPG of Gx, Gy and Gp with
the one using a randomly permuted graph from the CPG. To generate the random CPG,
we first generated three random graphs by permute Gx, Gy and Gp individually which
also preserves the degree distributions of the original graphs, by randomly swapping
the edges in each graph while keeping the degree of each node. Then we measured
the performances of FIST using the original CPG and the CPG obtained from the
permuted graphs by MAE reduction, which is the total reduction of MAE on all the
genes by varying hyperparameter λ from 0 to 0.01 meaning not using the graph versus
using the graph. The comparisons across all the 10 datasets are shown in Figure 5.7(B).
We observe that the FIST using the original graphs receives much higher MAE reduction
than the FIST using the permuted graphs. This observation suggests the topology in
the original CPG carries rich information that is helpful for the imputation task beyond


















































Figure 5.8: Enrichment on the sparse and imputed sptRNA-seq data.
The total number of significantly enriched clusters (with at least one enriched GO term
with FDR adjusted p-value < 0.05) in the 10 tissue sections are shown.
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5.3.6 FIST recovers functionally relevant spatial patterns
To demonstrate that imputations by FIST can reveal spatial gene expression patterns
with highly relevant functional characteristics among the genes in the spatial region,
we performed comparative GO enrichment analysis of gene clusters detected with the
imputed gene expressions. We conducted a case study on the Mouse Kidney Section data
to further analyze the associations between the spatial gene clusters and the relevance
between their functional characteristics and three kidney tissue regions, cortex, outer
stripe of the outer medulla (OSOM) and inner stripe of the outer medulla (ISOM).
To validate the hypothesis that the imputed sptRNA-seq tensor T̃ given below
T̃ = (1−M) ~ T̂ + T
can better capture gene functional modules than the sparse sptRNA-seq tensor T does,
we first rearranged both sptRNA-seq tensors into matrices T̃ ∈ RN×np and T ∈ RN×np ,
where N = nxny denotes the total number of spots. We then applied K-means on each
matrix to partition the genes into 100 clusters. Next, we used the enrichGO function
in the R package clusterProfiler [109] to perform the GO enrichment analysis of the
gene clusters. The total number of significantly enriched gene clusters (FDR adjusted
p-value < 0.05) in each of the 10 tissue sections are shown in Figure 5.8, which clearly
tells that K-means on the imputed sptRNA-seq data produces much more significantly
enriched clusters across all the 10 tissue sections than the sparse sptRNA-seq data
without imputation.
Finally, we conducted a case study on the Mouse Kidney Section and present the
highly relevant functional characteristics in different tissues in mouse kidney detected
with the imputations by FIST. For each of the 100 gene clusters generated by K-means
as described above, we collapsed the corresponding gene slices in T̃ into a nx×ny matrix
by averaging the slices to visualize the center of the gene cluster. We focus on 3 kinds of
representative clusters in Figure 5.9 which match well with three distinct mouse kidney
tissue regions: cortex, ISOM (inner stripe of outer medulla and OSOM (outer stripe of
outer medulla). By investigating the enriched GO terms by the clusters (p-values shown
in Table 5.3), we found their functional relevance to cortex, ISOM and OSOM regions.
We found that the spatial gene cluster 9 which is highly expressed in cortex specifi-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cluster 3 Cluster 5
ISOM
Inner Stripe of the Outer Medulla
Figure 5.9: FIST recovers spatial patterns on Mouse Kidney Section.
The H&E image of the mouse kidnesy section is shown in the middle with circles roughly
separating the tissue area of Cortex, the outer stripe of the outer medulla (OSOM) and
the inner stripe of the outer medulla (ISOM) from outer to inner regions. The gene
expression patterns of the clusters in each of the three regions are grouped in the same
box labeled by the region.
GO:0003073, GO:0008015 and GO:0045777) and transport/homeostasis of inorganic
molecules (GO:0055067 and GO:0015672). The spatial gene cluster 23 and 28 which
are also highly expressed in cortex enriched cellular pathways that are critical for the
polarity of cellular membranes (GO:0086011, GO:0034763, GO:1901017, GO:0032413
and GO:1901380) and the transport of cellular metabolites (GO:1901605, GO:0006520,
GO:0006790 and GO:0043648), respectively. These observations are consistent with
previous studies reporting the regulation of kidney function by above listed biological
processes in cortex [110–113]. In contrast, the pattern analysis of spatial gene expression
in cluster 4, 8, 25 and 52 which are highly expressed in OSOM in kidney showed that
catabolic processes of organic and inorganic molecules are specifically enriched such
as GO:0015711, GO:0046942, GO:0015849, GO:0015718, GO:0010498, GO:0043161,
GO:0044282, GO:0016054, GO:0046395, GO:0006631, GO:0072329, GO:0009062 and
GO:0044242. These cellular processes are known to be active in renal proximal tubule
which exists across cortex and OSOM [114–119]. Distinctively, the spatial gene clusters
highly expressed in ISOM enriched pathways for nucleotide metabolisms (GO:0009150,
GO:0009259 and GO:0006163) in cluster 3 and renal filtration (GO:0097205 and GO:0003094)
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in cluster 5. Collectively, these observations demonstrate that FIST could identify
physiologically relevant distinctive spatial gene expression patterns in the mouse kid-
ney dataset. Further, it suggests that FIST can provide a high-resolution anatomical
analysis of organ functions in sptRNA-seq data.
Table 5.3: Functional terms enriched by spatial gene clusters.
Region Cluster Significantly Enriched GO terms
Cortex
Cluster 9
GO:0003073 - regulation of systemic arterial blood pressure (p = 9.1× 10−6)
GO:0008217 - regulation of blood pressure (p = 1.0× 10−4)
GO:0055067 - monovalent inorganic cation homeostasis (p = 4.3× 10−4)
GO:0008015 - blood circulation (p = 5.3× 10−3)
GO:0045777 - positive regulation of blood pressure (p = 5.8× 10−3)
GO:0015672 - monovalent inorganic cation transport (p = 2.3× 10−2)
Cluster 23
GO:0086011 - membrane repolarization during action potential (p = 2.2× 10−3)
GO:0034763 - negative regulation of transmembrane transport (p = 2.2× 10−3)
GO:1901017 - negative regulation of potassium ion transmembrane transporter activity (p = 2.4× 10−3)
GO:0032413 - negative regulation of ion transmembrane transporter activity (p = 2.7× 10−3)
GO:1901380 - negative regulation of potassium ion transmembrane transport (p = 3.4× 10−3)
Cluster 28
GO:1901605 - alpha-amino acid metabolic process (p = 4.8× 10−10)
GO:0006520 - cellular amino acid metabolic process (p = 6.4× 10−9)
GO:0006790 - sulfur compound metabolic process (p = 3.1× 10−6)
GO:0043648 - dicarboxylic acid metabolic process (p = 8.4× 10−6)
OSOM
Cluster 4
GO:0015711 - organic anion transport (p = 7.7× 10−7)
GO:0046942 - carboxylic acid transport (p = 1.1× 10−4)
GO:0015849 - organic acid transport (p = 1.1× 10−4)
GO:0015718 - monocarboxylic acid transport (p = 5.0× 10−3)
Cluster 8
GO:0010498 - proteasomal protein catabolic process (p = 1.3× 10−3)
GO:0006497 - protein lipidation (p = 1.3× 10−3)
GO:0042158 - lipoprotein biosynthetic process (p = 1.3× 10−3)
GO:0043161 - proteasome-mediated ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process (p = 1.3× 10−3)
Cluster 25
GO:0044282 - small molecule catabolic process (p = 5.5× 10−19)
GO:0016054 - organic acid catabolic process (p = 1.0× 10−18)
GO:0046395 - carboxylic acid catabolic process (p = 1.0× 10−18)
GO:0006631 - fatty acid metabolic process (p = 2.9× 10−16)
GO:0072329 - monocarboxylic acid catabolic process (p = 9.6× 10−14)
GO:0009062 - fatty acid catabolic process (p = 1.0× 10−13)
GO:0044242 - cellular lipid catabolic process (p = 4.7× 10−11)
Cluster 52
GO:0006732 - coenzyme metabolic process (p = 1.2× 10−10)
GO:0006520 - cellular amino acid metabolic process (p = 1.6× 10−10)
GO:1901605 - alpha-amino acid metabolic process (p = 2.3× 10−9)
GO:0044282 - small molecule catabolic process (p = 2.1× 10−8)
GO:0000096 - sulfur amino acid metabolic process (p = 2.3× 10−7)
ISOM
Cluster 3
GO:0009150 - purine ribonucleotide metabolic process (p = 7.4× 10−5)
GO:0009259 - ribonucleotide metabolic process (p = 7.4× 10−5)
GO:0006163 - purine nucleotide metabolic process (p = 7.4× 10−5)
GO:0019693 - ribose phosphate metabolic process (p = 7.4× 10−5)
GO:0072521 - purine-containing compound metabolic process (p = 7.4× 10−5)
Cluster 5
GO:0048872 - omeostasis of number of cells (p = 4.5× 10−5)
GO:0030218 - erythrocyte differentiation (p = 3.2× 10−3)
GO:0034101 - erythrocyte homeostasis (p = 3.2× 10−3)
GO:0003094 - glomerular filtration (p = 3.2× 10−3)

















































































Figure 5.10: Spot-wise imputation performance on mouse tissue replicates.
The performances of the four compared methods on the 3 replicates are measured by
5-fold cross-validation. The performance on each spatial spot is denoted by one dot in
the box plots. The performances of different methods are shown in different colors.
5.3.7 Experiments on additional low-resolution datasets
To demonstrate that FIST is broadly applicable to impute the spatial gene expres-
sion data generated with different platforms, we performed additional experiments on
spatially transcriptomics datasets from 3 replicates of mouse tissue (olfactory bulb)
provided from an earlier study [120]. Developed before 10x Genomics Visium Spatial
protocol, the spatial transcriptomics technology [120] applies an aligned array to pro-
file tissue with both lower spot density and larger spot size (1,007 spots in total, and



































































































Figure 5.11: Analysis of CPG regularization in the low-resolution data.
spot). Similar to the experiments on the 10x Genomics data, we organized each of the
3 tissue replicates into a tensor T ∈ Rnp×ny×nx , where nx = 33 and ny = 35 in all the 3
replicates, and np is 14,198, 13,818 and 138,40, respectively in replicate 1,2 and 3. The
(i, j, k)-th entry in T is the RPKM value of the i-th gene at the (k, j)-th coordinate in
the array.
We performed the spot-wise 5-fold cross-validation as we did in the 10x Genomics
data to compare the performances of FIST and the same baseline methods. The distri-
butions of MAE, MAPE and R2 on all the spatial spots in each of the 3 tissue replicates
are shown in Figure 5.10. Consistent with the observations in the previous Figure 5.4
and Figure 5.5, FIST clearly outperforms all the baselines with lower MAE and MAPE,
and larger R2 in all the 3 replicates. The results suggest that FIST has a potential to be
applied to various spatial transcriptomics datasets of different resolution and sparseness
to achieves better imputation performance by modeling the spatial data as tensors, and
including the prior knowledge with the CPG regularization.
To confirm that the imputation accuracy of FIST is significantly improved by the
CPG regularization, we showed in Figure 5.11 the performance of FIST in each of the 3
replicates by varying the graph hyper-parameter λ in the spot-wise evaluation. It is also
consistent with the observation in the previous Figure 5.6, we can observe remarkable
reduction on the MAE and MAPE and improvement on R2 by increasing λ to 0.1. The
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observation also verifies that the CPG topology is informative for the imputation task.
5.4 Discussions
In this chapter, we proposed to apply tensor modeling of multidimensional structure in
spatially-resolved gene expression data mapped by the 2D spatial array. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to model the imputation of spatially-resolved
transcriptomes as a tensor completion problem. Our key observations in the experi-
ments with the ten 10x Genomics Visium spatial transcriptomic datasets are that 1)
the imputation accuracy is significantly improved by leveraging the tensor representa-
tion of the sptRNA-seq data; 2) by incorporating the spatial graph and PPI network,
the imputation accuracy and the content of the functional information in the imputed
spatial gene expressions can be further improved significantly; and 3) FIST is capable
of detecting gene clusters with more spatial characteristics that are consistent with the
physiological features of the tissue.
Overall, we concluded that FIST is an effective and easy-to-use approach for reliable
imputation of spatially-resolved gene expressions by modeling the spatial relation among
the spots in the spatial array and the functional relation among the genes. The impu-
tation results by FIST are both more accurate and functionally interpretable. FIST is
also highly generalizable to other spatial transcriotomics datasets with high scalability
and only one hyper-parameter needed to tune.
The current form of FIST solves the imputation problem within the 2D spatial
array, and it becomes challenging to integrate multiple tissue samples (such as biological
replicates) due to the difficulty of aligning the spatial grids across arrays. An interesting
future direction is to formulate the imputation problem as a multi-task learning problem,
such that the missing gene expression in multiple tissue samples can be imputed all
together. To achieve this goal, we plan to model the multi-task learning problem as
joint decomposition of multiple tensors to allow the information transfer across different
tissue samples to enhance the imputation performance, based on the fact that the genes
are shared across all the tissue samples.
Chapter 6
Theoretical Analysis
In this chapter, we provide theoretical analyses of the LowrankTLP, GT-COPR and
FIST algorithms. In Section 6.1, we first show that LowrankTLP is based on a princi-
pled optimization framework in Equation (4.1) in Section 4.3.1 whose globally optimal
solution minimizes an estimating error bound of recovering the true multi-relational
tensor. Then, we provide a data-dependent transductive Rademacher bound to theoret-
ically justify LowrankTLP for binary hyperlink prediction. In Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we
adopt the similar procedures as in non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [47] using
the auxiliary function idea to prove the convergence of GT-COPR and FIST, as both
algorithms use the multiplicative updating rule to minimize the non-convex objectives
given in Equations (3.1) and (5.1), which are bounded from below by zero.
6.1 Error analysis of LowrankTLP algorithm
In this section, we first present an estimating error bound of LowrankTLP for multiple
graph alignment, assuming the initial tensor Y0 is fully observed with Gaussian noise.
The analysis provides a theoretical justification of the proposed optimization framework
in Equation (4.1) in Section 4.3.1. Next, we use the transductive Rademacher complex-




6.1.1 Estimating error bound for recovering TPG-structured tensor
Denote the transformation matrix (1 − α)(I − αS)−1 as P . We assume that the noisy
tensor Y0 approximated by the pair-wise associations as described in Section 4.2, is gen-
erated with the true TPG-structured tensor Ytrue and a noise tensor Z ∈ RIn×In−1×···×I1
as
vec(Y0) = P−1vec(Ytrue) + vec(Z),
where the entries of Z are drawn from the i.i.d Gaussian distribution N (0, σ2).
Theorem 6.1.1. Let P̂ = (1−α)(I−αSk)−1, where Sk is defined in Section 4.3.1 with
eig(Sk) selected from eig(S) by Algorithm 4.1. The inferred tensor Ŷ∗ found by the
LowrankTLP algorithm as vec(Ŷ∗) = P̂vec(Y0) in Equation (4.4), has the following
bounded recovery error to the true tensor Ytrue









where λis are the eigenvalues of S, λ
∗ is defined in Section 4.3.2 Equation (4.3), and
||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm of a tensor.
Proof.
EZ [||Ŷ∗ − Ytrue||F ] = EZ [||(P̂ − P )vec(Y0) + Pvec(Z)||2]
≤ ||(P̂ − P )vec(Y0)||2 + EZ [||Pvec(Z)||2] (6.2)
≤ ||(P̂ − P )vec(Y0)||2 +
√
tr(EZ [vec(Z)vec(Z)T ]P TP ) (6.3)
= ||(P̂ − P )vec(Y0)||2 + σ||P ||F
≤ ||P̂ − P ||2||vec(Y0)||2 + σ||P ||F









where Inequalities (6.2) and (6.3) are obtained with Minkowski’s and Jensen’s inequal-
ities respectively (End of Proof).
Since λi ∈ [−1, 1],∀i = 1, . . . , N are constants for a fixed TPG, the second term
on the right of Inequality (6.1) is approximated as O(
√
N); the upper bound of the
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expected estimating error in Inequality (6.1) can be minimized by properly choosing
λ∗ to minimize α|λ
∗|
1−αλ∗ , which is the same as solving the optimization problem (4.1) in
Section 4.3.1 as stated in Theorem 4.3.1. Thus, Theorem 6.1.1 theoretically justifies
the proposed optimization formulation. Note that, the error bound in Inequality (6.1)
reduces to its second term as






when using the original TPG S without approximation, where Y∗ is the closed-form so-
lution such that vec(Y∗) = Pvec(Y0). Inequality (6.4) can be easily validated following
the proof of Theorem 6.1.1.
As discussed so far, we proposed to approximate the transformation matrix P
through properly selecting k eigen-pairs of S to minimize the estimating error bound
in Theorem 6.1.1. Note that instead of using our approximation, another natural alter-
native is to directly find the best rank-k approximation to P . Proposition 6.1.1 below
says that our approximation strategy is a better solution.
Proposition 6.1.1. Follow the definitions of A and Â in Proposition 4.3.1, where
eig(Sk) is selected from eig(S) by Algorithm 4.1. Define Ak as the best rank-k approx-
imation to A in both spectral and Frobenius norm. Assuming k <
∏
i Ii, we have the
following inequalities
||Â−A||2 < ||Ak −A||2 and ||Â−A||F < ||Ak −A||F .
Proof. Let σ1 > σ2 > · · · > σN be the sorted eigenvalues of matrix S. Since σi ∈
[−1, 1], for i = 1, . . . , N and α ∈ (0, 1), by Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem, the non-zero












Using {σi : i = 1, . . . , k} as eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors of S to
construct a rank-k matrix L, and define B = (I−αL)−1, we have ||Â−A||2 ≤ ||B−A||2
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and ||Â − A||F ≤ ||B − A||F according to the definition of Sk in Section 4.3.1. Thus,
inequalities in Proposition 6.1.1 hold if we can prove ||B − A||2 < ||Ak − A||2 and











where σ∗ = argmaxσ∈{σk+1,...,σN}
α|σ|
1−ασ . Now we need to show the Inequalities (6.5) and
(6.6) are valid.
||B −A||2 < ||Ak −A||2 (6.5)
||B −A||F < ||Ak −A||F (6.6)
It is easy to prove Inequality (6.6) by the fact that α|σi| < 1. To show Inequality (6.5),
we have to consider three special cases: firstly, if σ∗ > 0 and σk+1 ≥ 0 then we have
σ∗ = σk+1, thus Inequality (6.5) holds by the fact that α|σ∗| < 1; secondly, if σ∗ < 0
and σk+1 ≥ 0 we have α|σ
∗|
1−ασ∗ < 1 and
1
1−ασk+1 ≥ 1, thus Inequality (6.5) holds; finally,




1−ασ∗ ≤ 11−ασk+1 , thus
Inequality (6.5) holds. Overall, we have shown
||Â−A||2 ≤ ||B −A||2 < ||Ak −A||2 and
||Â−A||F ≤ ||B −A||F < ||Ak −A||F .
(End of Proof)
6.1.2 Transductive Rademacher bound for binary hyperlink prediction
Define Θ = Θh∪ Θ̄h = {(i1, i2, . . . , in) : ∀ij ∈ [1, Ij ], j = 1, . . . , n} as the set of all n-way
associations among the nodes across the n knowledge graphs, where Θ̄h denotes the
complement of Θh. Define tensor Ytrue ∈ {+1,−1}In×In−1×...×I1 which stores the true
labels of all the hyperlinks in set Θ, where the label of the (i1, i2, . . . , in)-th hyperlink
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is either 1 (the link exists) or -1 (the link does not exist). Accordingly, Y0 contains
a subset of known entries (hyperlinks) sampled from Ytrue and zeros for the other
unknown entries. Define Yout ⊂ RIn×In−1×...×I1 as the set of tensors outputted by
the LowrankTLP algorithm over all possible Θh / Θ̄h partitions such that for every
Ŷ∗ ∈ Yout we have vec(Ŷ∗) = P̂vec(Y0) (as in Theorem 6.1.1). In the following
derivations, we assume Y0 is normalized by ||Y0||F so that its Frobenius norm is unit.
This normalization is proper since it does not change the signs in Y∗. In Theorem
6.1.2, we provide a data-dependent error bound of LowrankTLP for binary hyperlink
prediction, using the transductive Rademacher complexity proposed in [65].
Theorem 6.1.2. Denote l = |Θh| and u = |Θ̄h| to be the cardinalities of Θh and Θ̄h
respectively. Let c0 =
√
32 ln (4e)




u and G =
l+u
(l+u−0.5)(1−0.5/max (l,u)) . For any
fixed positive real γ, with probability of at least 1− δ over the random choice of the set
Θh, for all Ŷ∗ ∈ Yout,






























with `γ(a, b) = 0 if ab > γ and `γ(a, b) = min (1, 1− abγ ) otherwise.
Proof. The bound (6.7) in Theorem 6.1.2 is based on the transductive Rademacher
bound using the transductive Rademacher complexity [65] given in Definition A.3.1
in appendix. According to Theorem A.3.1 in appendix, we only need to bound the
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where (6.8) and (6.9) are obtained using Cauchy-Schwarz and Jensen’s inequalities re-
spectively. (End of Proof)
Given the eigenvalues of P̂ are bounded within [1−α1+α , 1], it is clear that ||P̂ ||F ≤√
l + u. Assuming l + u → ∞ and l  u, the error bound (6.7) can be simplified





, which has a slower convergence rate compared with
the estimating error bound of the convex tensor completion model [108] under certain
conditions. It is also important to note that when l is very small i.e. the labeled
n-way associations are extremely sparse, the term
√
1
l increases relatively slow as l





implies that empirically, the performance of
LowrankTLP might deteriorate less with very sparse input tensors, which is consistent
with our observations in both simulations and experiments on real datasets shown in
Section 4.4.
6.2 Convergence analysis of GT-COPR algorithm
In this section, we analyze the convergence of GT-COPR with strong product graph reg-
ularization (given in Algorithm 3.1). The same analyses are also applicable to Cartesian
and tensor product graph regularization with slight modifications.
As the objective function J in Equation (3.1) is clearly bounded from below by zero,
the convergence of the updating rule given in Theorem 3.2.1 can be proved by showing
that J is non-increasing under updating. We adopt the the auxiliary function defined
in Theorem 6.2.1 to prove the convergence.
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Theorem 6.2.1. Lee and Seung [47]: A function J (h) is non-increasing under the
update h∗ ← arg min
h
G(h, h̃) if G(h, h̃) is an auxiliary function for J (h), such that the
following conditions are satisfied:
G(h, h̃) ≥ J (h), G(h, h) = J (h).
By Theorem 6.2.1, the convergence claimed in Theorem 3.2.1 can be proved if the
rule given in Theorem 3.2.1 is an update of one proper auxiliary function of J (A(i)),
which is defined in Theorem 6.2.2.





ab ) = J (Ã
(i)






ab ) + (6.10)










is an auxiliary function of J (A(i)ab ) and has its global minimum.




ab ) = J (A
(i)





J (A(i)ab ) we obtain the second-order Taylor expansion of J (A
(i)
ab ) at the point Ã
(i)
ab as
J (A(i)ab ) = J (Ã
(i)















with the second-order derivative given below:
J ′′(Ã(i)ab ) = −X2aaX3bb +X4aaX5bb +X6aaX7bb +X8bb + β.




ab ) ≥ J (A
(i)
ab ) holds if




≥ J ′′(Ã(i)ab ),
































ab . (End of Proof)
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ab ) in Equation (6.11) is a quadratic function on
variable A
(i)
ab , its minimum can be easily obtained in a closed-form as
A
(i)∗












(X4Ã(i)X5 +X6Ã(i)X7 + Ã(i)X8 + βÃ(i))ab
,
which leads to the updating rule in Theorem 3.2.1.
To analyze the optimality of the fixed point after convergence, we first define {Λ(i) ∈
RIi×K : i = 1, . . . , n} to be the matrices of Lagrange multipliers with the Lagrange
function






to be zero, we obtain Λ(i) = ∂J
∂A(i)
. Furthermore, when A(i) is a fixed point
under the updating in Theorem 3.2.1 we have
(−X1 −X2A(i)X3 +X4A(i)X5 +X6A(i)X7 +A(i)X8 + βA(i))ab(A(i))ab = 0,




ab = 0 is satisfied.
6.3 Convergence analysis of FIST algorithm
In this section, we show that FIST can converge under the updating rules in Equation
(5.10)-(5.12), using the auxiliary function idea as in Section 6.2. Here, we only show
that J is non-increasing under Equations (5.10). The proof is directly applicable to
Equations (5.11) and (5.12). We first expand the derivative in Equation (5.5) as
∂J
∂Âp
= −X1 − ÂpX2 −WpÂpX3 +X4 + ÂpX5 +DpÂpX3,
where X1 = (M(1) ~ T(1))(Âx  Ây), X2 = λ(Φx ~ ΘWy + Φy ~ ΘWx ), X3 = λ(Φx ~ Φy),
X4 = (M(1) ~ T̂(1))(Âx  Ây), and X5 = λ(Φx ~ ΘDy + Φy ~ ΘDx ).
Based on Theorem 6.2.1, J is non-increasing under the update in Equation (5.10) if
it is an update of one proper auxiliary function of J (Âp), which is defined in Theorem
6.3.1.
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Theorem 6.3.1. The following function
G([Âp]a,b, [Ãp]a,b) = J ([Ãp]a,b) + J ′([Ãp]a,b)([Âp − Ãp]a,b) + (6.11)
[X4 + ÃpX5 +DpÃpX3]a,b
2[Ãp]a,b
([Âp − Ãp]a,b)2
is an auxiliary function of J ([Âp]a,b) and has its global minimum.
Proof. First, it is obvious thatG([Âp]a,b, [Âp]a,b) = J ([Âp]a,b). To showG([Âp]a,b, [Ãp]a,b)
≥ J ([Âp]a,b) we obtain the second-order Taylor expansion of J ([Âp]a,b) at the point
[Ãp]a,b as




J ′′([Ãp]a,b)([Âp]a,b − [Ãp]a,b)2,
with the second-order derivative given below:
J ′′([Ãp]a,b) = −[X2]b,b − [Wp]a,a[X3]b,b + [X5]b,b + [Dp]a,a[X3]b,b
Thus, the Inequality G([Âp]a,b, [Ãp]a,b) ≥ J ([Âp]a,b) holds if
[X4 + ÃpX5 +DpÃpX3]a,b
[Ãp]a,b
≥ J ′′([Ãp]a,b),










As the auxiliary function G([Âp]a,b, [Ãp]a,b) in Equation (6.11) is a quadratic function
on variable [Âp]a,b, its minimum can be easily obtained in a closed-form as
[Âp]
∗




[Ãp]a,b[X1 + ÃpX2 +WpÃpX3]a,b
[X4 + ÃpX5 +DpÃpX3]a,b
,
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which leads to the updating rule in Equation (5.10).
To analyze the optimality of the fixed point after convergence, we first define {Λp ∈
Rnp×r,Λx ∈ Rnx×r,Λy ∈ Rny×r} to be the matrices of Lagrange multipliers with the
Lagrange function








to be zero, we obtain Λp =
∂J
∂Âp
. Furthermore, when A(i) is a fixed point
under the updating in Equation (5.10) we have
[−X1 − ÂpX2 −WpÂpX3 +X4 + ÂpX5 +DpÂpX3]a,b[Âp]a,b = 0,
which implies the KKT complementary slackness condition [Λp]a,b[Ap]ab = 0 is satisfied.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, we approached the challenges in multi-relational learning as described in
Section 1.4 from three aspects: 1) develop flexible and reliable tensor-based learning
methods to support different forms of training associations; 2) develop theoretically
justified estimation frameworks to enhance the efficiency and salability of the multi-
relational learning methods; 3) adapt the tensor-based methods proposed in this thesis
to infer the underlying multi-way associations in the data of emerging bioinformatics
tasks. We showed that the tensor modeling and the product graph regularization made
our methods more effective than existing relational learning methods to infer biologi-
cally important multi-way associations using flexible forms of training associations. We
also showed that our methods, which rely on the optimal estimations of the tensor and
product graph, were applicable to learn high-order multi-way associations across a large
number of networks with high accuracy, and met the requirements of many bioinfor-
matics applications. As follows, we summarize the contributions and technologies of the
multi-relational learning methods proposed in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, we presented GT-COPR, the first method to directly learn a multi-
relational tensor from the observed bipartite associations across multiple biological net-
works. GT-COPR regularizes the tensor with the graph Laplacian of a Cartesian, tensor
or strong product graph, and constraints the consistencies between the collapsed ten-
sors and the observed bipartite associations. We proved that GT-COPR significantly
outperformed the existing methods which are based on matrix factorization/completion
with the bipartite relational matrix, to predict the disease-gene-chemical associations
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across the large-scale protein-protein interactions network, chemical structural similar-
ity network and phenotype-based human disease network.
In Chapter 4, we presented LowrankTLP, the first method to generalize label prop-
agation to the tensor product of a large number of graphs to learn a high-order multi-
relational tensor. We proved that LowrankTLP, learns a subset of the eigen-pairs in the
spectrum of the normalized tensor product graph (TPG) to minimize the upper bound
of the noisy tensor estimating error, allowed the classical label propagation model to
learn very high-order associations in a compressed tensor for the tasks of hyperlink
prediction and multiple network alignment in broad applications. We also proved that
the optimization framework in LowrankTLP, optimally estimates the global spectrum
of TPG with respective to the learning objective, significantly improved the predictive
accuracy compared to existing approximation approaches.
In Chapter 5, we presented FIST, the first method to model sptRNA-seq data
as a tensor and formulate the imputation task as a tensor completion problem. We
proved that FIST, explores the multi-way associations between genes and tissue loca-
tions, and gene functional associations carried in the PPI network, could overcome the
high dropout rate of mRNAs in in-situ capture and complete the profiling of the gene
expressions with higher accuracy than several best-performing methods that have been
applied for the imputation of the scRNA-seq data. The tensor modeling also enabled
FIST to capture the spatial characteristics in the gene expressions and reveal functions
that are highly relevant to different tissue regions.
In summary, we conclude that all the methods proposed in this thesis benefited from
the novel tensor modeling and efficient tensor computation, were more suitable for a
wide range of multi-relational learning scenarios in bioinformatics than the traditional
methods, and achieved state-of-the-art predictive performance.
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Appendix A
Definitions and Lemmas
A.1 Basic tensor decomposition models
Definition A.1.1. Canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD):




a(1)c ◦ a(2)c ◦ · · · ◦ a(n)c = JA(1), A(2), . . . , A(n)K,
where a
(i)
c is the c-th column of component matrix A(i) ∈ RIi×r.
Vectorization property: The vectorization of CPD-form is vec(X ) = (A(n)  A(n−1) 
· · · A(1))1, where 1 is a vector with all-ones.
Definition A.1.2. Tucker decomposition:
An n-way tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×...×In can be decomposed into a core tensor G ∈ Rr1×r2×...×rn
and component matrices {A(i) ∈ RIi×ri : i = 1, . . . , n} as
X = G ×1 A(1) ×2 A(2) · · · ×n A(n) = JG;A(1), A(2), . . . , A(n)K.
Vectorization property: The vectorization of X is vec(X ) = (A(n)⊗A(n−1)...⊗A(1))vec(G).
A.2 Some useful lemmas
Lemma A.2.1. If A,B,C and D are matrices of such size that one can form the matrix
products AC and BD, then (A⊗B)(C ⊗D) = (AC)⊗ (BD).
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Lemma A.2.2. If matrices A,B,C and D are of such size that one can form the
operation (A  B), (C  D), (ATC) and (BTD), then equality (A  B)T (C  D) =
(ATC) ~ (BTD) holds.
Lemma A.2.3. Let λ1, . . . , λn be eigenvalues of A with corresponding eigenvectors
x1, . . . ,xn, and let µ1, . . . , µm be eigenvalues of B with corresponding eigenvectors
y1, . . . ,ym. Then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A ⊗ B are λiµj and xi ⊗ yj,
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Lemma A.2.4. Let matrix W̃ (i) denote the best rank-ki approximation to W
(i) per
Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem [121]. The matrix ⊗ni=1W̃ (i) is not guaranteed to be the
best rank
∏n
i=1 ki approximation to ⊗ni=1W (i).
A.3 Transductive Rademacher complexity
The transductive Rademacher complexity and the data-dependent error bound for binary
transductive learning proposed in [65] are given below in Definition A.3.1 and Theorem
A.3.1.
Definition A.3.1. Given a fixed set Φl+u = {(xi, yi) : i = 1, . . . , l + u} of sample-label
pairs drown from an unknown distribution, w.l.o.g., the training set sampled uniformly
without replacement from Φl+u is denoted as Φl = {(xi, yi) : i = 1, . . . , l}, and the test
set is denoted as Xu = {xi : i = l+ 1, . . . , l+u}. Define Hout ⊆ Rl+u as a set of vectors
h = (h(x1), . . . , h(xl+u))
T output by a transductive algorithm using the set Φl and Xu
over all possible training/test set partitions, such that h(xi) is the soft label of example














where σ = (σ1, . . . , σl+u)
T is a vector of i.i.d random variables such that σi = 1 with




Theorem A.3.1. Let c0 =
√
32 ln (4e)




u and G =
l+u
(l+u−0.5)(1−0.5/max (l,u)) . For
any fixed positive real γ, with probability of at least 1− δ over the random training/test
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set partitioning, ∀h ∈ Hout,














where L̂γl (h) = 1l
∑l






i=l+1 `γ(h(xi), yi) are the γ-
margin empirical and test error respectively, with `γ(a, b) = 0 if ab > γ and `γ(a, b) =
min (1, 1− abγ ) otherwise.
